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Executive Summary
Audit of the Office of Justice Programs Victim Assistance Grants Awarded to the
Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority, Chicago, Illinois

Objective

Audit Results

The U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector
General completed an audit of four Victims of Crime Act
(VOCA) victim assistance formula grants awarded by the
Office of Justice Programs (OJP), Office for Victims of
Crime (OVC) to the Illinois Criminal Justice Information
Authority (ICJIA) in Chicago, Illinois. The OVC awarded
these formula grants, totaling $365,268,070 for fiscal
years (FY) 2015 through 2018, from the Crime Victims
Fund to enhance crime victim services throughout
Illinois. Our objective was to evaluate how the Illinois
Criminal Justice Information Authority (ICJIA) designed
and implemented its crime victim assistance program.
To accomplish this objective, we assessed performance
in the following areas of grant management: (1) grant
program planning and execution, (2) program
requirements and performance reporting, (3) grant
financial management, and (4) monitoring of
subrecipients.

Our audit of $365 million in VOCA grant funding
provided to ICJIA for FYs 2015 through 2018 found that
ICJIA had – as of May 19, 2020 – drawn down a
cumulative amount of $203,131,817 for all of the grants
we reviewed. These OVC grants awarded to ICJIA
reflect national program changes in FY 2015 that
increased four-fold over the amount of funds available in
previous years for state victim assistance programs.
Program Planning, Execution, and Reporting –
ICJIA appropriately identified and planned for additional
victim service needs with its increased VOCA funding,
including quadrupling the number of victims served from
2016 to 2019. However, we noted that ICJIA was
unable to distribute all of its 2015 and 2016 VOCA
funding, and likely 2017 as well, and there is a potential
unmet need related to legal services for victims. We
also found that ICJIA did not properly track compliance
with the priority funding areas requirement and was not
on track to comply with the requirement to allocate
10 percent of the FY 2017 grant to underserved victims.

Results in Brief
We concluded that ICJIA used its VOCA funding to
enhance services to crime victims. However, we
identified areas of ICJIA’s grant management in need of
improvement. For example, we identified concerns
regarding the amount of VOCA funds returned to OJP
and an area of potential unmet need. We also
determined that ICJIA was not on track to comply with
the priority funding areas requirement and did not
adequately review performance reports for accuracy.
With respect to financial management, although we
found that ICJIA established adequate controls over
certain activities, we identified dollar-related findings
totaling $645,257. Finally, we found that ICJIA’s
monitoring activities were not completed as planned and
that the monitoring completed still resulted in
inadequate oversight of matching funds and
programmatic reporting.

Questioned Costs – We questioned $569,006 of
administrative expenditures as unsupported and
unallowable, including personnel, rent, and contract
costs. We also questioned $40,773 of unsupported
matching costs.
Grant Financial Management – ICJIA established
adequate controls over certain financial activities;
however, we noted concerns with ICJIA’s monitoring of
fixed contracts, submission of drawdown requests that
included duplicate amounts or that resulted in advanced
funding, and improper reporting of program income
earned.
Monitoring of Subrecipients – While we found that
ICJIA had policies for monitoring subrecipients, we noted
that ICJIA did not execute fully its monitoring activities
as designed, which we believe led to the insufficient
provision of matching funds and inaccurate performance
statistics reported by some subrecipients. Moreover, we
found that ICJIA did not complete all planned site visits
and fiscal audits and as a result, the majority of
subrecipient expenditures were not adequately
monitored.

Recommendations
Our report contains 28 recommendations to OJP to
assist ICJIA in improving its grant management and
administration and to remedy questioned costs. ICJIA
and OJP responses to our draft audit report can be found
in Appendices 3 and 4, respectively. Our analysis of
those responses is included in Appendix 5.
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AUDIT OF THE OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
VICTIM ASSISTANCE GRANTS AWARDED TO
THE ILLINOIS CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION AUTHORITY,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector General (OIG)
completed an audit of four victim assistance formula grants awarded by the Office
of Justice Programs (OJP), Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) to the Illinois Criminal
Justice Information Authority (ICJIA) in Chicago, Illinois. The OVC awards victim
assistance grants annually from the Crime Victims Fund (CVF) to state
administering agencies. As shown in Table 1, from fiscal years (FY) 2015 to 2018,
these OVC grants totaled $365,268,070. 1
Table 1
Audited Grants
Fiscal Years 2015 – 2018
Award Date

Award Period
Start Date

Award Period
End Date

2015-VA-GX-0049

9/15/2015

10/1/2014

9/30/2018

2016-VA-GX-0027

9/8/2016

10/1/2015

9/30/2019

87,163,624

2017-VA-GX-0048

9/28/2017

10/1/2016

9/30/2020

71,746,088

2018-V2-GX-0070

8/9/2018

10/1/2017

9/30/2021

128,771,417

Award Number

Total:

Award Amount
$

77,586,941

$ 365,268,070

Note: Grant funds are available for the fiscal year of the award plus 3 additional fiscal years.
Source: OJP Grants Management System (GMS)

Established by the Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) of 1984, the CVF is used to
support crime victims through DOJ programs and state and local victim services. 2
The CVF is supported entirely by federal criminal fees, penalties, forfeited bail
bonds, gifts, donations, and special assessments. The OVC annually distributes
proceeds from the CVF to states and territories. The total amount of funds that the
OVC may distribute each year depends upon the amount of CVF deposits made
during the preceding years and limits set by Congress (the cap).
In FY 2015, Congress significantly raised the previous year’s cap on CVF
disbursements, which more than quadrupled the available funding for victim
assistance grants from $455.8 million to $1.96 billion. In FY 2016, Congress raised
the cap again, increasing the available funding for victim assistance to $2.22 billion.
1
At the time our audit started, ICJIA had not yet started spending funds from the FY 2018
grant. As such, we did not include expenditures from that particular grant in the scope of our audit.
2

The VOCA victim assistance formula program is funded under 34 U.S.C. § 20103.
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For FY 2017 and 2018, $1.8 billion and $3.3 billion, respectively, was available for
victim assistance. The OVC allocates the annual victim assistance program awards
based on the amount available for victim assistance each year and the states’
population. As such, the annual VOCA victim assistance grant funds available to
ICJIA increased from $17.7 million in FY 2014 to $128.7 million in FY 2018.
VOCA victim assistance grant funds support the provision of direct services –
such as crisis intervention, assistance filing restraining orders, counseling in crises
arising from the occurrence of crime, and emergency shelter – to victims of crime.
The OVC distributes these assistance grants to states and territories, which in turn
fund subawards to public and private nonprofit organizations that directly provide
the services to victims. Eligible services are efforts that: (1) respond to the
emotional and physical needs of crime victims, (2) assist primary and secondary
victims of crime to stabilize their lives after a victimization, (3) assist victims to
understand and participate in the criminal justice system, and (4) provide victims of
crime with a measure of safety and security.
The Grantee
As the Illinois state administering agency, ICJIA is responsible for
administering the VOCA victim assistance program. Founded in 1983, ICJIA’s
mission is to improve public safety through research-driven grantmaking and policy
work. According to its website, the statutory responsibilities of ICJIA fall under the
categories of grants administration, research and analysis, policy and planning, and
information systems and technology.
OIG Audit Approach
The objective of the audit was to evaluate how ICJIA designed and
implemented its crime victim assistance program. To accomplish this objective, we
assessed performance in the following areas of grant management: (1) grant
program planning and execution, (2) program requirements and performance
reporting, (3) grant financial management, and (4) monitoring of subrecipients.
We tested compliance with what we considered the most important
conditions of the grants. Unless otherwise stated in our report, we applied the
authorizing VOCA legislation; the VOCA victim assistance program guidelines
(VOCA Guidelines) and Final Rule; the DOJ Grants Financial Guide (Financial
Guide); and 2 C.F.R. § 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles,
and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance) as our primary
criteria. We also reviewed relevant ICJIA policy and procedures, obtained and
reviewed ICJIA records reflecting grant activity, and interviewed ICJIA personnel to
determine how they administered the VOCA funds. We also conducted site visits at
six VOCA-funded subrecipients located throughout the state of Illinois - three direct
service subrecipients and three lead entities that ICJIA utilizes to distribute VOCA

2

funds to victim service organizations throughout Illinois as well as monitor these
organizations to ensure compliance with grant rules. 3

3 Appendix 1 contains additional information on the audit’s objective, scope, and
methodology, as well as further detail on the criteria we applied for our audit. Appendix 2 presents a
schedule of our dollar-related findings.

3

AUDIT RESULTS
Grant Program Planning and Execution
The main purpose of the VOCA victim assistance grants is to enhance crime
victim services. ICJIA, which is the primary recipient of victim assistance grants at
the state level in Illinois, must ensure the distribution of the majority of the funding
to organizations that provide direct services to victims, such as rape treatment
centers, domestic violence shelters, and other community-based victim coalitions
and support organizations. As the state administering agency, ICJIA has the
discretion to select subrecipients from among eligible organizations, although the
VOCA Guidelines require state administering agencies give priority to victims of
sexual assault, domestic abuse, and child abuse. State administering agencies
must also make funding available for previously underserved populations of violent
crime victims. 4 As long as a state administering agency’s program allocates at least
10 percent of available funding to victim populations in each of these victim
categories, it has the discretion in determining the amount of funds each
subrecipient receives.
As part of our audit, we assessed ICJIA’s overall plan to allocate and award
the victim assistance funding. We reviewed how ICJIA planned to distribute its
available victim assistance grant funding, made subaward selection decisions, and
informed its subrecipients of necessary VOCA requirements.
ICJIA utilizes a multi-faceted approach for the distribution of available victim
assistance funding. First, ICJIA utilizes a traditional funding structure wherein it
awards VOCA funds to subrecipients that provide a full range of direct services to
victims. ICJIA also awards funds to coalition organizations that function as
specialists in three specific victim service areas: sexual assault, domestic violence,
and child abuse. ICJIA refers to these organizations as “lead entities” and ICJIA
awards funds to these organizations, which in turn execute individual awards with
direct service providers throughout the state in their area of expertise. While ICJIA
has utilized this structure since prior to the increase in available VOCA funding in
2015, ICJIA’s funding structure has evolved over time. Specifically, in 2017, ICJIA
began increasing its use of the lead entity funding structure and nearly all funds
ICJIA allocated for the three specific areas of sexual assault, domestic violence, and
child abuse programs were subawarded to the lead entities. According to an ICJIA
official, this structure was adopted because the lead entities had the expertise,
knowledge, and standards for subrecipients of each core victim service program
area. For the VOCA awards within the scope of our audit, the lead entities received
approximately two-thirds of the total funds subawarded by ICJIA; the remaining
third of funds were subawarded by ICJIA directly to direct service providers. In
addition to the funds the lead entities received to subaward to their subrecipients
(hereafter referred to as third-tier recipients), the lead entities received a portion of
The VOCA Guidelines state these underserved victims may include, but are not limited to,
victims of federal crimes; survivors of homicide victims; or victims of assault, robbery, gang violence,
hate and bias crimes, intoxicated drivers, bank robbery, economic exploitation and fraud, and elder
abuse. The Guidelines also indicate that in defining underserved victim populations, states should also
identify gaps in available services by victims' demographic characteristics.
4
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ICJIA’s VOCA administrative allowance to help offset the lead entities’ costs
associated with administering their subawards to direct service providers. The
below chart displays the funding structure in Illinois.
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Source: OIG depiction of ICJIA VOCA award funding structure

As such, a significant portion of ICJIA’s implementation of its victim
assistance program involved the three lead entities. Therefore, we also reviewed
how ICJIA ensured that the lead entities’ VOCA program planning and execution
was adequate and compliant with VOCA requirements. As discussed below, we
determined that ICJIA appropriately identified and planned to meet additional
victim service needs with its increased FYs 2015 through 2018 VOCA funding.
While we generally did not identify any issues with its process to select
subrecipients, we noted that ICJIA may not be planning and executing its grants as
effectively as it could to ensure victims are being served. Specifically, we found
that ICJIA returned a significant amount of the 2015 and 2016 awards and will
most likely return a large piece of its 2017 award. Additionally, we identified a
potential gap in services and a lack of clear communication related to subaward
requirements.
Subaward Allocation Planning
ICJIA’s planning process begins by convening the Ad Hoc Victim Services
Committee, which consists of criminal justice and victim services professionals and
members of the community and coordinates efforts to establish recommended
funding priorities. These recommendations are presented to ICJIA’s Budget
Committee for review and ICJIA’s Board for approval. In addition to this process,
the Budget Committee meets as needed to discuss possible additional funding
recommendations. For example, in the event that funds are unused and returned
5

by a subrecipient, the Budget Committee meets to determine alternate uses for the
funds.
In response to the significant increase in CVF available funding, the OVC’s
FY 2015 VOCA Victim Assistance Formula Solicitation required that state and
territory applicants submit a subrecipient funding plan that detailed their efforts to
identify additional victim service needs, as well as subaward strategies to utilize the
substantial increase in available VOCA funding. According to ICJIA’s VOCA 2015
Preliminary Plan to Subaward Funds, ICJIA convened a meeting to review past
priorities and define new priorities for the use of VOCA funds as well as its Violence
Against Women Act grants. An ICJIA official stated that as a result of the 2015
VOCA increase, ICJIA used some of these funds to provide additional funding to
existing subrecipients with suggestions to use the additional funds to enhance
specific direct service areas, such as pay for personnel. Thus, ICJIA began utilizing
its increased VOCA funds expeditiously by providing supplemental funding to
subrecipients soon after receiving the increased VOCA funding and after discussions
with subrecipients, while also taking time to determine a long-term funding plan.
This long-term increased VOCA fund utilization planning process began in
June 2016 with ICJIA hiring a research firm to conduct a victim needs assessment
while ICJIA also conducted an internal needs assessment. These needs
assessments identified crime victim needs and service gaps, as well as measured
the existing capacity of Illinois victim service providers. ICJIA utilized the results of
these efforts to develop nine service areas for future funding opportunity
announcements. These announcements included the expansion of services in core
areas that had previously been funded, including domestic violence, sexual assault,
and child advocacy, as well as funding for new service opportunities such as trauma
recovery centers. Further, in 2019 ICJIA provided additional funding to the lead
entities to subaward funds for technology upgrades to third-tier recipients.
Overall, we found that ICJIA made an effort to provide additional funding for
victim services in Illinois through identifying gaps in services and new priorities
and, in turn, offering funding opportunities to address those areas. However, ICJIA
has returned to OJP unused funding from the FY 2015 and 2016 grants and as of
April 2020 approximately 38 percent of the FY 2017 grant had not yet been
expended. In addition, during our audit some subrecipients informed us they
believed there was a gap in the availability of legal services for victims in the state
of Illinois, which we believe ICJIA should consider when allocating its VOCA funding.
Unused Funds
As part of our analysis of ICJIA’s subaward allocation plan we reviewed
ICJIA’s spending plan and payment history. We found that ICJIA did not utilize all
of the award funds for the FY 2015 and FY 2016 grants. ICJIA returned $5,583,440
and $10,719,213 of FY 2015 and FY 2016 funds, respectively. In April 2020 an
ICJIA official stated that ICJIA similarly would not utilize all funds from the FY 2017
grant, although the amount is expected to be less than what was returned for
FY 2015 and FY 2016. However, we noted that as of April 2020, ICJIA had not
obligated approximately $2.7 million of its FY 2017 award and subrecipients have
6

expended only 60 percent of the grant funds, leaving a total of approximately
$27 million to be utilized in the 5 months remaining before the grant funding period
expires in September 2020.
ICJIA provided explanations for returning VOCA funding from FY 2015 and
2016. First, ICJIA stated that some subaward programs did not start when
anticipated and therefore subrecipients did not have as much time as expected to
expend the award funding. Similarly, ICJIA pointed to issues with the process for
announcing funding opportunities. Specifically, ICJIA officials explained that given
the state-mandated requirement for this announcement process, it can take
approximately 6 months from the funding announcement to the start of a subaward
program. These officials further noted that this process does not allow for a quick
redistribution of available funds once ICJIA realizes it must reallocate funding.
The OIG’s July 2019 report, titled OJP’s Efforts to Address Challenges in
Administering Crime Victim Fund Programs Audit Report (“the July 2019 OIG
Report”), recognized that the issue of having a large balance of unspent funds was
prevalent with other state administering agencies we have examined elsewhere. 5
In our view, the slow rate in using funds, resulting in significant award balances
towards the end of award periods, increases both the risk of wasteful spending and
instances of states being required to return unspent funds that were not used to
serve victims as intended.
We are aware of the challenges states face when distributing significant
increases in funding. The July 2019 OIG Report noted that states would experience
challenges in expending the full award amounts within award periods. That report
concluded that because of the timing of award distribution from the OVC, states
have closer to 3 years rather than full 4-year project periods to spend awards.
Additionally, the July 2019 OIG Report recognized that — given the multi-year
award periods for the formula grants — the sustained increase in award amounts
and current spending patterns indicated that the challenges states have been
encountering may be compounded year-over-year as future fiscal years come to a
close and each state continues to receive additional funding.
While we understand the challenges states face in distributing VOCA funds,
we are concerned about the risks associated with significant unobligated award
balances. To address these risks, we recommend that OJP provide ICJIA with an
appropriate level of technical assistance to facilitate and enhance the process used
by ICJIA to effectively and efficiently award available funding commensurate with
the ongoing needs of victims in Illinois.
Potential Gap in Allocation of Funds
In addition to the challenges that ICJIA has faced with distributing the
increased VOCA funds since FY 2015, we identified a potential issue with ICJIA’s
allocation of VOCA funds. During our subrecipient site visits we asked subrecipient
5
U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector General (OIG), Review of the Office
of Justice Programs’ Efforts to Address Challenges in Administering the Crime Victims Fund Programs,
Audit Report 19-34 (July 2019), https://oig.justice.gov/reports/2019/a1934.pdf#page=2.
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officials if they believed there were unmet victim needs in the state and some
subrecipients expressed concern about a gap in the availability of legal services for
victims. Specifically, subrecipients we interviewed indicated that in some instances
victims over a certain income level are not eligible for services. Subrecipients also
noted some concern that legal aid subrecipient organizations may not have the
necessary expertise or capacity for representing the types of victims needing
assistance. We are concerned that these perceptions among direct service
providers could result in victims receiving incorrect information about what services
they can and cannot receive or could contribute to victims being dissuaded from
seeking VOCA-funded legal services altogether.
To assess the concerns of these subrecipients, we reviewed ICJIA’s legal
assistance funding opportunity announcements and subawards and determined that
these documents instruct subrecipients to make services available to victims
independent of a victim’s income. We further noted that these documents require
that legal aid organizations receive relevant training, such as domestic violence
training and trauma skills training. We also confirmed during a site visit to a legal
aid subrecipient that it had policies and procedures addressing these matters.
Although we confirmed the existence of these program elements in ICJIA’s efforts
to provide legal service assistance to victims in the state of Illinois, the prevalence
of the remarks during our various subrecipient site visits indicates that the
availability of legal services was an area of concern among direct service providers.
Civil legal services had been identified in ICJIA’s needs assessments and, further,
ICJIA officials stated they were aware of the subrecipients’ concerns regarding the
availability of legal services across the state and stated that they have had multiple
discussions with lead entities about VOCA-related legal services over the past few
years. ICJIA officials also stated that legal aid subrecipients were invited to attend
ICJIA’s March 2020 quarterly lead entity meeting to bring stakeholders together to
discuss this issue. However, this meeting was cancelled due to public health
matters surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic. 6 Therefore, we recommend that OJP
require ICJIA to review its efforts to provide VOCA funding for legal services and
determine if improvements are appropriate.
Subaward Selection Process
To assess how ICJIA granted its subawards, we identified the steps that
ICJIA took to inform, evaluate, and select subrecipients for VOCA funding. ICJIA
funding opportunities are referred to as Uniform Notice for Funding Opportunities
(NOFO), which are either competitive or non-competitive and are provided on a
3-year cycle. There are different NOFOs to cover various victim service areas,
which are determined and made available depending on the results of ICJIA’s
subaward planning process. At the beginning of the subaward cycle, eligible
organizations may submit an application under individual NOFOs. For example, if
ICJIA determined that its victim assistance program needed entities to provide
transitional housing services to victims in the state, it would issue a transitional
housing-specific NOFO and relevant entities could apply for a subaward through
6

COVID-19 is a strain of coronavirus that was the cause of a global outbreak of respiratory
illness in 2020.
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that NOFO. Competitive NOFOs are posted for at least 30 days and announced
through various methods including Illinois’ statewide Grant Accountability and
Transparency Act (GATA) portal, on the ICJIA website, and through e-mail
subscription lists. 7 Non-competitive NOFOs are made available for specific
organizations, based on ICJIA’s identification of a particular need, such as a
statewide domestic violence hotline or lead entities to further subaward funds
throughout the state of Illinois for sexual assault, domestic violence, and child
abuse.
Grants awarded in the first year of the subaward cycles generally provide
funding for a 12-month period. Subrecipients must be reevaluated by ICJIA every
year and must submit documentation indicating that grant objectives have been
met. If the reevaluation is successful, subrecipients will receive funding for the
next year of the cycle. Subaward funding amounts generally stay the same for
each year within the 3-year subaward cycle.
ICJIA subaward applicants first must complete certain pre-award
requirements within the GATA portal. These pre-award requirements include, but
are not limited to, ensuring that the organization has not been on the Federal
Excluded Parties List, verifying that the organization is not on the Illinois ineligibility
list to receive grant funds, and completing various risk assessments. Applications
are first assessed by a review team comprised of at least three people from ICJIA
staff and external subject matter experts. During this process each applicant’s
strengths and weaknesses are discussed. After this review, final scores are
determined, and funding recommendations are provided to the Budget Committee.
As of April 2020, ICJIA made 199 subawards to 89 organizations with 2015 VOCA
funds, 80 subawards to 67 organizations with 2016 VOCA funds, 42 subawards to
37 organizations with 2017 VOCA funds, and 63 subawards to 60 organizations with
2018 VOCA funds. 8
We found that ICJIA’s subaward selection process was generally adequate to
provide funding for a variety of services and types of victims. Additionally, in their
subaward applications to ICJIA, the lead entities were required to describe their
subaward selection processes; these processes were then incorporated into the
subaward agreements between ICJIA and each lead entity. We reviewed the lead
entities’ subaward selection processes and found them to match the descriptions
incorporated into the subaward agreements. Further, we found them to be similar
to ICJIA’s as the lead entities’ processes included funding announcements,
applications, scoring, and awarding that resulted in a 3-year funding cycle.

7

The state of Illinois enacted GATA in 2015. Its goals are to eliminate duplicate grant
requirements and reduce administrative burdens, while increasing accountability and transparency for
grant administrators and grantees. The GATA portal helps non-federal entities in Illinois comply with
GATA.
As noted above, ICJIA’s uses of a multi-tiered subaward funding structure by which three
ICJIA lead entities (sexual assault, domestic violence, and child abuse) would select and award VOCA
funding to third-tier recipients. ICJIA’s use of this structure has evolved over time, which accounts for
the significant fluctuations in the numbers of subawards.
8
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Although we found that ICJIA’s subaward selection process was generally
adequate, we identified an issue with one subaward. We learned that ICJIA
allocated to itself $250,172 of its direct service FY 2017 VOCA funds for a 1-year
subaward for updates to its central electronic repository, InfoNet, to expand the
case management module. According to documents from the time of the award,
ICJIA intended to provide the InfoNet case management system services to its
subrecipients at no cost. ICJIA’s justification for the award also indicated that
officials believed a case management system would support more efficient
operations because use of the technology would free up additional subrecipient
resources to deliver services. ICJIA documentation also noted that case
management systems are an allowable VOCA expenditure at the subrecipient level.
An ICJIA official informed us that ICJIA had consulted the OVC regarding the
allowability of funding InfoNet with direct service funds, which this official believed
that the OVC had approved. According to an e-mail exchange on the matter, the
OVC stated that if ICJIA offered its subrecipients use of InfoNet for a fee and
subrecipients selected it as a vendor, such costs would be allowable for the
subrecipients. The OVC official stated in the e-mail exchange that the OVC was
“reluctant to say that the SAA [State Administering Agency] cannot use VOCA funds
to support the same costs in a way that appears (arguably) more efficient and likely
to leverage VOCA funds to provide better direct services, and lower audit risks and
subrecipient overhead at the same time.” However, the OVC official further stated
that internal OVC conversations on the matter were continuing. ICJIA was not able
to provide any additional documentation that the OVC had ultimately approved the
use of VOCA funds for ICJIA’s own direct service project.
While we confirmed that ICJIA provided the use of InfoNet to subrecipients at
no cost, we are concerned that the InfoNet subaward may not have resulted in an
efficient use of funds to serve victims in the state of Illinois. For example, we
asked ICJIA if the estimated cost of enhancing InfoNet was compared to the
estimated cost of continuing to reimburse subrecipients for their individual case
management-related costs, but no comparison was provided. Therefore, it is
unclear if ICJIA expects there to be cost savings resulting from the VOCA-funded
InfoNet enhancement. Moreover, we also learned that ICJIA surveyed InfoNet
users and found that only 42 percent utilize the case management module.
Additionally, during our site visits to the lead entities we were informed that only a
limited number of their subrecipients used InfoNet for case management purposes.
Further, one lead entity stated it had just developed its own case management
system for its subrecipients to use. Based on this information, it is not apparent to
us how many subrecipients ICJIA expects to utilize an expanded InfoNet when less
than half of the currently eligible users utilize it.
We also noted that the InfoNet system is described by ICJIA as a data
collection and reporting system that facilitates standardized data collecting and
reporting at the state level. The justification for this subaward notes that the
subaward will address two needs assessment priority areas: the implementation of
evidence-informed and based programming and the collection and reporting of data
that document victim services. While the data collection and reporting function of
InfoNet would appear to support these goals because expanding use of the system
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would result in more service providers using InfoNet for these purposes, it is
unclear how expanding the case management function (the reason for the
subaward) would support these goals since one does not need to utilize the case
management function to utilize the existing data collection and reporting functions.
Prior to this subaward, expenses for maintaining InfoNet that were applicable to
VOCA came from ICJIA’s VOCA administrative expense allowance. While we agree
with the OVC’s assessment that this subaward could be for an allowable purpose,
we believe that ICJIA may not have fully assessed whether the costs for expanding
InfoNet would be beneficial relative to the case management services it will provide
and whether the enhancements would provide greater benefit to ICJIA rather than
its subrecipients. We therefore recommend that OJP coordinate with ICJIA to
reexamine the appropriateness of the ICJIA subaward for expanding InfoNet.
Subaward Requirements
State administering agencies must adequately communicate VOCA
requirements to their subrecipients. We reviewed ICJIA’s subaward NOFOs and
award packages to determine how it communicated its subaward requirements and
conveyed to potential applicants the VOCA-specific award limitations, applicant
eligibility requirements, eligible program areas, restrictions on uses of funds, and
reporting requirements. We found that NOFOs included specific program
requirements as well as requirements related to matching funds, indirect cost rates,
allowability of costs, and performance measures. In addition, subrecipients
received additional information, such as the VOCA special conditions, through the
written grant agreement. Furthermore, because ICJIA provided the lead entities
with a template to use when subawarding VOCA funds, the subaward requirements
were passed on to the lead entities’ third-tier recipients; this template included all
of the relevant VOCA terms and conditions.
While we found that ICJIA passed on the subaward requirements to the
entities receiving VOCA funding, we note that during our subrecipient site visits
various officials from different entities told us that certain requirements are not
always communicated clearly. Specifically, subrecipients would like clearer
guidance and improved communication from ICJIA on the allowability of individual
types of costs. For example, subrecipients believe that for transportation and travel
ICJIA maintained state-specific restrictions that are not included in the VOCA Final
Rule or the Uniform Guidance, but these restrictions were not adequately
documented or communicated by ICJIA. Although the costs in question may not be
a significant portion of a subrecipient’s budget, a lack of clarity can cause an
unnecessary administrative burden for both the subrecipient and ICJIA related to
the preparation and approval of budgets and monitoring of expenditures. We
recommend OJP ensure ICJIA adequately communicates to its subrecipients its
policies or interpretations affecting the allowability of subrecipient costs.
Program Requirements and Performance Reporting
To determine whether ICJIA distributed VOCA victim assistance program
funds to enhance crime victim services, we reviewed ICJIA’s distribution of grant
funding via subawards among local direct service providers. We also reviewed
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ICJIA performance measures and performance documents used to track goals and
objectives. We further examined OVC solicitations and award documents and
verified ICJIA’s compliance with special conditions governing recipient award
activity.
Based on our assessment in the areas of program requirements and
performance reporting, we found that ICJIA did not, in all instances, comply with
applicable program requirements because ICJIA: (1) does not monitor and, for the
FY 2017 grant, is not on track to fulfill the distribution requirements to priority
victim groups, (2) did not implement adequate procedures to compile annual
performance reports, and (3) did not fully comply with some of the tested special
conditions. Noncompliance with program requirements could impact ICJIA’s ability
to properly administer its VOCA awards and OJP’s ability to properly administer its
programs.
Priority Areas Funding Requirement
The VOCA Guidelines require that ICJIA award a minimum of 10 percent of
the total grant funds to programs that serve victims in each of the four following
categories: (1) child abuse, (2) domestic abuse, (3) sexual assault, and
(4) previously underserved. The VOCA Guidelines give each state administering
agency the latitude for determining the method for identifying "previously
underserved" crime victims. 9 As previously discussed, ICJIA completed a needs
assessment in 2016; that needs assessment identified the underserved population
in Illinois as second language learners, elderly, and homeless, among others.
We examined how ICJIA allocated VOCA subawards to gauge whether it was
on track to meet the program’s distribution requirements calling for a total of forty
percent of grant funds to be allocated to the four aforementioned categories.
Grantees report fund distribution information in the Subgrant Award Reports (SAR)
submitted to the OVC. During our audit we found that ICJIA simply collected the
information but did not assess it or any other available information to determine its
compliance with the allocation requirement. According to an ICJIA official, ICJIA
relied on the OVC’s grant monitor to notify them of their progress toward
compliance with the allocation requirements. This official further explained that
when the OVC notified ICJIA of noncompliance with the allocation requirement, it
was determined that subrecipients had reported to ICJIA incorrect allocation
information.
We reviewed the reported amounts for each of the four categories for the
2015 through 2017 awards to determine whether ICJIA met or was on track to
meet the requirement. 10 We found that ICJIA complied with the minimum VOCA
distribution requirement for the 2015 and 2016 grants. However, our review of the
9 Methods for identifying “previously underserved” victims may include public hearings, needs
assessments, task forces, and meetings with statewide victim services agencies.

10
Although the 2017 award period has not ended, we included it in our assessment because
the majority of funds had been subawarded. Conversely, we did not review the 2018 award because
the majority of the funds had not yet been allocated to subrecipients.
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2017 award found that the distribution requirement for the previously underserved
category had not yet been met. As of April 2020, while ICJIA had designated 96
percent of the 2017 award, based on information obtained from the SARs ICJIA had
only allocated 5 percent for the underserved victim category.
We believe that ICJIA needs its own method to account for and track funding
awarded to the required priority areas. Although ICJIA may have met the
requirement by reviewing other metrics, we note that the current method is not a
proactive approach for ensuring compliance, and ICJIA is not taking responsibility
for this requirement. We recommend that OJP require that ICJIA employs an
adequate and reliable process for tracking grant spending by priority area. In
addition, we recommend that OJP determine what action should be taken for
ICJIA’s 2017 award for which it is not on track to comply with the priority funding
area requirement for previously underserved victims.
Annual Performance Reports
Each state administering agency must annually report to the OVC on activity
funded by any VOCA awards active during the federal fiscal year. The OVC requires
states to upload reports annually to its Grants Management System. As of
FY 2016, the OVC also began requiring states to submit performance data through
the web-based Performance Measurement Tool (PMT). With this system, states
may provide subrecipients direct access to report quarterly data for state review,
although the OVC still requires that if the subrecipient completes the performance
measure data entry directly, the state must approve the data. For the victim
assistance grants, the states must report the number of agencies funded, VOCA
subawards, victims served, and victim services funded by these grants.
Additionally, according to a special condition of the victim assistance grants, the
state must collect, maintain, and provide to the OVC data that measures the
performance and effectiveness of activities funded by the award.
We discussed with an ICJIA official how the agency compiled performance
report data from its subrecipients. This official stated that direct subrecipients were
required to enter quarterly performance statistics directly into PMT. Once the PMT
data was entered, ICJIA grant monitors would compare the data reported to a
subrecipient’s estimated performance figures submitted in its initial subaward
application. If inconsistencies or anomalies were found with the data reported, the
grant monitors would work with individual subrecipients to obtain explanations for
the differences. According to officials we interviewed, lead entities and their passthrough subrecipients generally utilized a similar reporting structure. Specifically,
performance data is to be submitted by the third-tier recipients to the lead entities
and verified before it is entered into PMT.
We reviewed ICJIA’s Annual Performance Reports for FY 2016 and FY 2019.11
We noted that from FY 2016 to FY 2019, ICJIA reported that it quadrupled the
As a result of our comprehensive examination of ICJIA victim assistance program activity
during the scope of audit, we determined that it was appropriate to review the FY 2016 and FY 2019
reports to understand the growth in ICJIA’s program and its use of the increased VOCA funding
beginning with the OVC award in FY 2015.
11
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number of victims served, from 60,627 in FY 2016 to 235,019 in FY 2019. Table 2
presents summary data from these annual performance reports.
Table 2
Summary from ICJIA’s Victim Assistance Program
Annual Performance Reports for FYs 2016 and 2019
Performance Category

FY 2016
Data Reported

FY 2019
Data Reported

60,627

235,019

103,785

442,627

Number of Victims Served
Number of Services Provided

Source: ICJIA Annual State Performance Reports for FYs 2016 and 2019

To assess whether ICJIA’s annual performance report to the OVC fairly
reflected the performance figures its subrecipients had reported to the state, we
reviewed performance reports and supporting documentation for the lead entities
and the three direct-funded subrecipients selected for site visits. We were able to
reconcile the performance data reported by the lead entities without issue.
However, we found that only one of the three direct ICJIA subrecipients we
reviewed was able to support the submitted data. We believe the issues we
identified with subrecipient reporting are attributable to weak monitoring practices,
and we discuss this matter more in-depth in the Monitoring of Subrecipients section
below.
Compliance with Special Conditions
The special conditions of a federal grant award establish specific
requirements for grant recipients. In its grant award documents, ICJIA certified it
would comply with these special conditions. We reviewed the special conditions for
the VOCA victim assistance program grants and identified and tested compliance
with six special conditions that we deemed significant to grant performance and
which are not otherwise addressed in another section of this report.
The first special condition that we tested was for the submission of the SARs.
For each victim assistance grant, the states must submit a SAR for each subaward
with basic information on every subrecipient that receives victim assistance funds.
We found that ICJIA did not fully comply with this requirement for the FYs tested,
2015 through 2018.
We first compared a list of ICJIA’s direct service subgrants to the list of SARs
submitted to OVC. While the submissions for FY 2017 and 2018 were complete, we
identified 39 subgrants from the FY 2015 and FY 2016 grants for which a SAR was
not submitted. After testing ICJIA’s submissions for its direct service subrecipients,
we then reviewed the submissions for ICJIA’s three lead entities and the third-tier
recipients. During our audit, an ICJIA official informed us that lead entities are
required to submit third-tier recipient SARs to ICJIA on behalf of the third-tier
recipients. ICJIA then combines the data to make an aggregate SAR entry into PMT
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resulting in third-tier recipient data reported under the corresponding lead entities
as a single aggregate entry in PMT. For example, 1 lead entity with 35 third-tier
recipients receiving FY 2018 VOCA funds was reported to the OVC on 1 SAR with
information about the lead entity and cumulative information on funding provided
to the 35 third-tier recipients. We confirmed with an OVC official that all
organizations that spend VOCA funds on direct victim services are required to
submit a SAR. Therefore, in the example provided, ICJIA was required to submit
35 separate SARs with information about each direct service provider and the
amount of funding awarded. The method that ICJIA executed failed to provide the
OVC with the information about the direct service providers that the OVC is
expecting. Therefore, we recommend that OJP ensure that ICJIA establish policies
and procedures for complete and appropriate SAR submissions. We further
recommend that OJP coordinate with ICJIA on the appropriate and reasonable
submission of SARs for its previously awarded VOCA subgrants.
We also tested the special condition requiring the reporting of subrecipient
information under the Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA).
Under this requirement, the states must report first-tier subawards of $25,000 or
more. Our analysis of the FFATA reports during the period we reviewed identified
30 out of 346 subgrants for which a FFATA report was required but not submitted.
Therefore, we recommend that OJP require that ICJIA establish policies and
procedures for complete and proper submission of FFATA reports. Additionally, we
recommend that OJP coordinate with ICJIA on the appropriate and reasonable
submission of FFATA reports for its previously awarded VOCA subrecipients.
The third special condition we tested was the requirement to report to OJP’s
Office for Civil Rights any findings of discrimination against a recipient of VOCA
funds. During our review of subrecipient files at ICJIA, we found copies of findings
in which a subrecipient was found to have denied reasonable accommodations or
unlawfully discriminated against aggrieved parties. An ICJIA official informed us
that these findings were not reported to OJP’s Office for Civil Rights. Therefore, we
recommend that OJP ensure that ICJIA submits all required documentation related
to discrimination findings against subrecipients of ICJIA’s VOCA funds.
The other three special conditions that we tested related to compliance with
attending the annual VOCA National Training Conference, required training for
subaward point of contacts and financial point of contacts, and compliance with the
use of federal funds for expenses related to conferences, meetings, trainings, and
other events. We did not identify any areas of non-compliance with these three
special conditions.
Grant Financial Management
Award recipients must establish an adequate accounting system and
maintain financial records that accurately account for awarded funds. To assess the
adequacy of ICJIA’s financial management of the VOCA grants, we reviewed the
process ICJIA used to administer these funds by examining expenditures charged to
the grants, drawdown requests, match contributions, and financial reports. To
further evaluate ICJIA’s financial management of the VOCA grants, we also
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reviewed the Single Audit Reports for FYs 2015 to 2017 and identified no significant
deficiencies or material weaknesses specifically related to ICJIA. In addition, we
interviewed ICJIA personnel who were responsible for financial aspects of the
grants, reviewed ICJIA written policies and procedures, inspected award
documents, and reviewed financial records.
As discussed below, in our overall assessment of grant financial
management, we determined that ICJIA established adequate controls over certain
financial activities, such as financial reporting, but could improve its processes in
other areas, such as grant administrative expenditures, match, and drawdowns.
Grant Expenditures
State administering agency victim assistance expenses fall into two
overarching categories: (1) reimbursements to subrecipients – which constitute the
vast majority of total expenses, and (2) administrative expenses – which are
allowed to total up to 5 percent of each award. To determine whether costs
charged to the awards were allowable, supported, and properly allocated in
compliance with award requirements, we tested a sample of transactions from each
of these categories by reviewing accounting records and verifying support for select
transactions.
Reimbursements to Subrecipients
ICJIA’s subrecipients request payment from ICJIA via periodic financial
reports (PFR) submitted through e-mail either monthly or quarterly; subrecipients
have the discretion to determine the payment request frequency. As of April 2020,
we found that ICJIA paid a total of $182,502,703 to its subrecipients with the VOCA
victim assistance program funds in the scope of our audit. Approximately
two-thirds of those subrecipient expenditures, or $124,261,553, were incurred by
lead entity third-tier recipient organizations. The remaining $58,241,150 was
incurred by ICJIA’s direct subrecipients.
To evaluate ICJIA’s financial controls over VOCA victim assistance grant
expenditures, we reviewed a sample of transactions from ICJIA’s direct
subrecipients to determine whether the payments were accurate, allowable, and in
accordance with the VOCA Guidelines. 12 During our direct subrecipient site visits
we obtained cost ledgers for each VOCA subaward within our scope. From these we
judgmentally selected transactions totaling $216,219 for review. The transactions
we reviewed included costs in the following categories: (1) personnel, (2) fringe
benefits, (3) travel, (4) contracts/consultants, (5) supplies, (6) equipment, and
(7) operating costs.
12 The scope of our audit focused on the State Administering Agency, ICJIA, and as a result
we tested reimbursements between ICJIA and its direct subrecipients and ICJIA and the lead entities.
We did not test reimbursements from the lead entities to the third-tier recipients as they were outside
the scope of our review. However, as discussed in the Monitoring of Subrecipients section of this
report, ICJIA required the lead entities to provide a description of their financial monitoring procedures
and incorporated those procedures into the subaward agreements with the lead entities. During our
site visits we determined that the lead entities had financial monitoring policies in place.
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We did not question any subrecipient expenditures based on our testing.
However, our review of transactions identified an expenditure for which a
subrecipient did not provide adequate supporting documentation. This subrecipient
charged the VOCA subaward for an employee’s bonus; however, the subrecipient
did not provide an employee agreement or established plan to support this cost, as
required by the Uniform Guidance. Upon our further review of this cost, we found
that the bonus cost was not equitably allocated to the VOCA subaward and the
sources of funding for the position. While we did not question this bonus cost due
to its immateriality, we believe that subrecipients could have charged the VOCA
subaward for similar bonus costs that were outside of our selected sample of
transactions for review. As a result, we recommend OJP ensure that ICJIA
reiterates to its subrecipients the requirements from the Uniform Guidance related
to bonuses, specifically regarding requirements for employee agreements or an
established plan and equitably allocating the costs.
Administrative Expenditures
The state administering agency may retain up to 5 percent of each grant to
pay for administering its crime victim assistance program and for training.
According to the 2016 VOCA Final Rule, such costs must derive from efforts to
expand, enhance, or improve how the agency administers the state crime victim
assistance program and to support activities and costs that impact the delivery and
quality of services to crime victims throughout the state. While federal
grant-funded administrative costs generally must relate to a specific program, for
VOCA assistance awards, the VOCA Final Rule states that funds for administration
may be used to pay for costs directly associated with administering a state’s victim
assistance program. 13
For the victim assistance grant program, we tested ICJIA’s compliance with
the 5-percent limit on the administrative category of expenses, as shown in
Table 3. We tested ICJIA’s compliance with the 5-percent limit on administrative
expenses for the 2015 through 2017 grants by comparing ICJIA’s total
administrative expenditures charged to the grants to the total grant award value. 14
We found that for each award ICJIA’s administrative expenditures were exactly
5 percent of the award amount.

13 OVC officials have indicated that the definition of a state’s “victim assistance program” may
include both VOCA and non-VOCA activities supported by the state administering agency, as long as
the activities relate to victim assistance.
14

grant.

When we initiated our fieldwork, ICJIA had not yet started spending funds from its FY 2018
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Table 3
Administrative Expenditures
Award Number

Total Award

State
Administrative
Expenditures

Administrative
Percentage

2015-VA-GX-0049

$

77,586,941

$

3,879,347

5 percent

2016-VA-GX-0027

$

87,163,624

$

4,358,166

5 percent

2017-VA-GX-0048

$

71,746,088

$

3,587,304

5 percent

Source: GMS and ICJIA Accounting Records

In addition to testing ICJIA’s compliance with the 5-percent administrative
allowance, we also tested a sample of administrative costs to determine if the costs
were supported, allowable, and properly allocated. The judgmental sample of
$3,415,945 in administrative expenditures we tested included personnel and
non-personnel costs including contractual services and telecommunications and
transactions from fixed contracts with the lead entities for their administrative
costs. Based on our testing, we found that the majority of expenditures were
accurately recorded, computed correctly, and properly allocated to the grant. The
costs reviewed reconciled to the support provided, such as timesheets, paystubs,
invoices, travel reports, allocation records, and indirect cost rate agreements.
However, we identified questioned costs and concerns with ICJIA’s awards of
administrative funds to lead entities, as detailed below.
For ICJIA’s personnel-related administrative costs, we obtained a
comprehensive listing of all personnel costs charged to the grants during our audit
review period, and we tested identified anomalies. Additionally, we judgmentally
selected 10 employees’ labor costs charged to the grants in our audit review period;
this sample totaled $1,379,350. We found a total of $504,795 in unsupported
personnel costs, including:
•

$476,890 of labor and associated fringe costs for which ICJIA did not have
documentation required by its personnel allocation policy to support the costs
allocated to VOCA for certain staff members. ICJIA attempted to locate the
documentation; however, an ICJIA official stated that this paperwork was
kept by two former employees, both of whom left the organization.

•

$16,577 of unsupported salary, fringe, and indirect costs associated with an
employee’s salary and related costs that were incorrectly charged to the
VOCA grant for two pay periods. ICJIA was aware of the mistake and
identified that a drawdown adjustment was needed; however, ICJIA did not
provide evidence to show that it made the necessary adjustment.

•

$11,328 of unsupported costs associated with unused vacation and sick leave
paid out upon separation because ICJIA did not provide allocation
documentation, as required by its policy, as evidence to show that these
costs should have been charged entirely to VOCA versus allocated to all the
projects the employee worked on when earning the paid leave.
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We recommend that OJP remedy the $504,795 of unsupported personnel
administrative costs.
We also examined 25 judgmentally selected transactions totaling $1,847,009
of non-personnel administrative costs. We found that ICJIA charged the FY 2015
grant $1,385 for one month’s rent for a satellite office. When we asked ICJIA about
this cost, an official stated that this rent was not applicable to VOCA work and
should not have been charged to the grant. We subsequently found that rent for
this location was charged for 5 separate months, totaling $6,938.
Additionally, we reviewed ICJIA’s fixed amount contracts with its lead
entities; these contracts are awarded out of ICJIA’s administrative funds and
support the lead entities’ downstream administrative requirements. We found that
one of the lead entity’s administrative fixed amount contracts was amended by
ICJIA to bring this contract in line with the performance dates of ICJIA’s subawards.
As such, the 12-month contract was amended to include only 9 months of work, but
the total contract value was not reduced accordingly, and the lead entity was paid
the entire amount. Furthermore, the lead entity was issued a subsequent fixed
amount contract for the same services, which included the same 3 months that
were removed from the original contract’s performance dates. Therefore, the lead
entity effectively was double paid for the 3 months in question. We calculated this
to result in $57,273 in unallowable costs. We recommend that OJP remedy the
total $64,211 of unallowable non-personnel administrative costs.
Regarding the fixed amount contracts issued to the lead entities, we also
identified an issue with ICJIA’s use of these instruments. ICJIA representatives
stated they issued these agreements as contracts, and not reimbursable
subawards, due to their belief that they could not issue subawards with VOCA
administrative funds. However, we noted that ICJIA treated the fixed contracts as
reimbursable agreements, requiring the lead entities to submit requests for
reimbursement similar to the manner by which ICJIA’s direct subrecipients are
reimbursed. While issuing fixed contracts is allowable, we note that by utilizing this
reimbursement process, ICJIA – and consequently the lead entities – may not
benefit from certain advantages of using fixed amount contracts, such as a lesser
administrative burden and fewer record-keeping requirements. On the other hand,
by utilizing fixed amount contracts, ICJIA does not have as much flexibility to
adjust the amount of the contract in the event that there are needed modifications
to the performance period or activity, which may result in the misuse or waste of
VOCA funds. Therefore, we recommend OJP ensure that ICJIA’s policies clearly
identify the types of agreements available and distinguish the required monitoring
commensurate with those agreement types.
Drawdowns
Award recipients should request funds based upon immediate disbursement
or reimbursement needs, and the grantee should time drawdown requests to
ensure that the federal cash on hand is the minimum needed for disbursements or
reimbursements made immediately or within 10 days. To assess whether ICJIA
managed grant receipts in accordance with these federal requirements, we
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compared the total amount reimbursed to the total expenditures in ICJIA’s
accounting system and accompanying financial records.
For the VOCA victim assistance awards, ICJIA draws down funds on a
reimbursement basis. After calculating recent subrecipient costs and incorporating
administrative and indirect costs, ICJIA requests reimbursement approximately two
to four times each month. Table 4 shows the total amount drawn down for each
grant as of May 2020.
Table 4
Amount Drawn Down for Each Grant as of May 19, 2020
Award Number

Total Award

Award
Period
End Date

Amount
Drawn Down

Amount
Remaining

2015-VA-GX-0049

$ 77,586,941

9/30/2018

$71,950,103

$53,399

2016-VA-GX-0027

87,163,624

9/30/2019

76,444,411

10,719,213

2017-VA-GX-0048

71,746,088

9/30/2020

44,609,636

27,136,452

2018-V2-GX-0070

128,771,417

9/30/2021

10,127,667

118,643,750

$203,131,817

$156,552,814

Total:

$365,268,070

Disposition
Returned and
de-obligated*
Award
activity
completed;
not yet deobligated
Open Award
Open Award**

OJP deobligated $5,583,440 of the amount not utilized by ICJIA on the FY 2015 award. An ICJIA
official told us that OJP had not resolved $53,399 associated with the FY 2015 award pending the results
of this audit. Note that these amounts are rounded which may result in immaterial differences.

*

The drawdowns for the FY 2018 grant occurred after the start of our audit. As noted earlier in the
report, we did not include expenditures from the FY 2018 grant in the scope of our audit.

**

Source: OJP

During this audit, we did not identify significant deficiencies related to ICJIA’s
process for developing drawdown requests. However, we identified deficiencies and
questioned costs related to compliance of individual expenditures with grant rules
as described in the Grant Expenditures sections above. Additionally, we identified a
$35,478 drawdown from the 2016 grant with no corresponding expenditures. We
identified an expenditure for this exact amount included in a previous drawdown.
We asked an ICJIA staff member about this and were told that this amount was
drawn down twice as a mistake. Therefore, we recommend that OJP remedy the
$35,478 in overdrawn funds.
We also noted certain anomalous drawdown activity in January 2019
associated with the partial shutdown of the U.S. government. ICJIA drew down
$15,000,000 for reimbursing subrecipients from the FY 2016 grant on
January 18, 2019, and a total of $800,000 for administrative costs from the
FY 2017 grant in 2 separate draws on January 16 and 18, 2019. An ICJIA staff
member stated that the drawdowns occurred during the FY 2019 federal
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government lapse in appropriations and partial federal government shutdown from
December 22, 2018, through January 25, 2019, and ICJIA made the draws to
ensure that adequate funds would be available to reimburse subgrantees in a timely
manner and cover administrative costs during the partial federal shutdown. We
discussed this activity with OJP officials, who stated that OJP informed grantees
that throughout the shutdown period OJP would remain able to process requests to
draw funds except for the period of December 26, 2019, through January 7, 2020,
which ended prior to the large ICJIA draws that began on January 16, 2020. As
such, it was not necessary for ICJIA to draw down the funds in advance. An ICJIA
official stated that the $15,000,000 drawdown amount was based on a review of
subrecipient expenditure activity from previous quarters. However, we noted that
only $7,171,153 of these funds were used to reimburse subrecipients, and in
March 2019 ICJIA refunded the remaining balance to the federal government. This
balance of $7,828,847 is therefore considered advanced funding.
We also examined the $800,000 drawn down for administrative costs during
the shutdown. Based on ICJIA’s accounting records, ICJIA only spent $414,734 on
expenditures in arrears and within 10 days of the drawdown date. Although ICJIA
applied the remaining $385,266 to future expenditures, we noted that these
expenditures occurred after the 10-day limit. Therefore, the $385,266 is also
considered advanced funding.
When grantees have excess cash on hand, they may owe interest to the
federal government. We found that ICJIA would have earned interest on the
advanced funding from these drawdowns during the partial federal government
shutdown as the funds were deposited in an interest-bearing account. The DOJ
Financial Guide addresses this circumstance as follows:
The Cash Management Improvement Act of 1990 (Public Law No.
101-453) was an amendment to the Intergovernmental Cooperation
Act of 1968 (31 USC § 6503). Under the CMIA, States are no longer
exempt from returning interest to the Federal Government for drawing
down funds prior to the need to pay off obligations incurred. Rather,
States are required to pay interest in the event that the State draws
down funds before the funds are needed to pay for program expenses.
We asked an ICJIA staff member about this, and she stated that she did not
know what to do with the interest earned by these grant funds. Furthermore, the
bank account used held funds from at least 19 other grants, and ICJIA had not
tracked the interest total attributable to only the VOCA funds. We recommend that
OJP coordinate with ICJIA to identify the total amount of interest earned by VOCA
funds drawn down in advance and remedy those funds as appropriate.
Matching Requirement
VOCA Guidelines require that subrecipients match 20 percent of the project
cost. The purpose of this requirement is to increase the amount of resources
available to VOCA projects, prompting subrecipients to obtain independent funding
sources to help ensure future sustainability. Match contributions must come from
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non-federal sources and can be either cash or an in-kind match. 15 The state
administering agency has primary responsibility for ensuring subrecipient
compliance with the match requirements.
ICJIA communicated the match requirement to subrecipients through
multiple methods, including in the NOFO, various budget documents, the subaward
agreement, and fiscal reports submitted by subrecipients. ICJIA reviews a
subrecipient’s intent to meet the match requirement during the evaluation of the
subrecipient’s proposal. Additionally, ICJIA reviews the amounts claimed for match
as part of its review of subrecipient reimbursement requests and during
subrecipient fiscal audits. 16
To review the provision of matching funds, we selected specific match
amounts claimed by subrecipients to verify whether these amounts were properly
supported and consisted of allowable match items. We identified $40,773 of
unsupported match costs when performing testing at one of the subrecipients. This
subrecipient provided both VOCA and non-VOCA services to the community and
therefore should have maintained records detailing how its match contribution
supported its VOCA programs. However, we found that the subrecipient reported
as its matching contribution the value of investment returns and donated cash,
goods, and services attributable to the entire organization and that its records did
not support that these items were used specifically to support its VOCA programs.
Therefore, we question this subrecipient’s provision of matching funds and
recommend that OJP remedy the $40,773 of unsupported match.
Additionally, we found issues regarding ICJIA’s monitoring of subrecipients’
compliance with the match requirement. This is discussed in more detail in the
Financial Monitoring section of this report.
Financial Reporting
According to the DOJ Grants Financial Guide, recipients shall report the
actual expenditures, program income, and unliquidated obligations incurred for the
reporting period on each financial report as well as cumulative expenditures. To
determine whether ICJIA submitted accurate Federal Financial Reports (FFR), we
compared the four most recent reports for each grant to ICJIA’s accounting and
grants management system records for each grant in our audit. We determined
that quarterly and cumulative expenditures for the FFRs reviewed generally
reconciled to ICJIA’s records. However, we found that ICJIA did not report program
income earned with VOCA funds.
Regarding ICJIA’s InfoNet system we discussed earlier in this report, an
ICJIA representative stated that this system was largely funded with VOCA funds.
The official further stated that ICJIA offers the use of InfoNet to other state and
15 In-kind matches may include donations of expendable equipment, office supplies, workshop
or classroom materials, workspace, or the value of time contributed by those providing integral
services to the funded project.
16 ICJIA’s subrecipient fiscal audits are discussed in greater detail in the Financial Monitoring
section of this report.
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local government organizations for non-VOCA purposes. These entities have paid
ICJIA between $100,000 and $200,000, in total, per year for use of the InfoNet
system. ICJIA did not report any of the funds it received as program income
because it did not consider these payments to qualify as program income.
However, ICJIA stated that it has now determined that a portion of these payments
would likely qualify as program income. As a result, for the audited VOCA awards
from FYs 2015 through 2018, we recommend OJP assist ICJIA in calculating the
appropriate amount of program income earned based on federal government
participation in the cost of the InfoNet system and ensure that these funds are
remedied in an appropriate manner.
Monitoring of Subrecipients
According to the DOJ Grants Financial Guide, the purpose of subrecipient
monitoring is to ensure that subrecipients: (1) use grant funds for authorized
purposes; (2) comply with the federal program and grant requirements, laws, and
regulations; and (3) achieve subaward performance goals. As the primary grant
recipient, ICJIA must develop policies and procedures to monitor subrecipients. To
assess the adequacy of ICJIA’s monitoring of its VOCA subrecipients, we
interviewed ICJIA personnel, identified ICJIA monitoring procedures, and obtained
records of interactions between ICJIA and its subrecipients. We also conducted site
visits of three lead entities and three direct subrecipients, which included
interviewing personnel and reviewing accounting and performance records. We
spoke with subrecipient officials about the support received from ICJIA, who
indicated that the level of support from ICJIA was appropriate.
According to ICJIA’s policies and procedures, subrecipient monitoring
generally includes risk assessments, programmatic site visits, fiscal audits, and
reviews of reoccurring subrecipient financial and programmatic reports. These
policies are discussed in more detail in the following sections of this report.
In addition to the above policies regarding ICJIA’s monitoring of its own
subrecipients, ICJIA also requires its lead entities to perform monitoring of their
subrecipients. ICJIA required the lead entities to provide a description of their
financial and performance monitoring standards and procedures, including the
monitoring forms to be used, which are then incorporated into the subaward
agreement between ICJIA and the lead entity. Additionally, lead entities must
report to ICJIA certain measures related to monitoring, such as the percentage of
subrecipients submitting timely fiscal and performance reports. Furthermore,
within 30 days of the execution of the subaward agreement between ICJIA and a
lead entity, the lead entity must submit to ICJIA its site visit schedule for
monitoring of its subrecipients. In addition, ICJIA policy requires grant monitors to
accompany the lead entities on some of the lead entities’ subrecipient site visits.
During site visits at each of the lead entities, we had them walk us through
and provide documentation to support their monitoring of subrecipients. We found
the lead entities had monitoring policies and procedures in place as required by
ICJIA. Further, the lead entities stated they provide ICJIA with information
regarding monitoring performed, such as the number of subrecipient site visits
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completed, site visits resulting in corrective actions, subrecipients’ progress towards
corrective actions, and technical assistance provided.
In our overall assessment of ICJIA’s subrecipient monitoring, we determined
that generally ICJIA established adequate controls over the majority of its
subrecipient monitoring activities that we reviewed. However, ICJIA did not
execute its monitoring function as planned as we found weaknesses that impact
ICJIA’s ability to ensure its subrecipients comply with the terms and conditions of
the VOCA awards. Specifically, we found that ICJIA’s subrecipient risk assessment
process may not be working as intended. Additionally, as discussed in the Financial
Monitoring and Performance Monitoring report sections below, we found various
other issues regarding ICJIA’s subrecipient monitoring.
Subrecipient Risk Assessment
The VOCA Final Rule requires state administering agencies to develop and
implement a subrecipient monitoring plan based on identified risks at each
subrecipient. ICJIA established a process to assess risk with its Programmatic Risk
Assessment (PRA) tool, which is a questionnaire that each subrecipient must
complete every year prior to receipt of a new or continuing subaward. These risk
assignments are to be used to adjust subaward agreements to include special
conditions corresponding to the identified risks. While the establishment of this
policy helps fulfill the monitoring requirement of the VOCA Final Rule, we believe
that ICJIA did not execute its risk assessment process appropriately.
First, ICJIA’s subrecipient monitoring policy requires programmatic site visits
be completed on a schedule based on overall subrecipient risk levels – at least once
every 12 months for high-risk subrecipients and at least once every 24 months for
medium and low-risk subrecipients. However, when we reviewed the PRA we found
that it does not assign an overall risk level for each subrecipient; it instead focuses
on specific attributes of managing subawards and helps ICJIA determine whether
special conditions corresponding to certain subaward attributes should be added to
the subaward agreement. We inquired with ICJIA about establishing overall risk
levels in order to establish the frequency of site visits, and an ICJIA official stated
that he was unaware that ICJIA’s policy tied the frequency of site visits to an
assessed overall risk level. Therefore, we believe that because an overall risk level
is not assigned to each subrecipient, ICJIA would not be able to comply with its own
risk-based monitoring frequency policy.
Further, we found that ICJIA did not always address risks identified by the
PRA. For example, although we identified instances in which subrecipients
submitted a PRA that noted they experienced a significant change in the past year
(one of the risk factors in the questionnaire), in some instances no special condition
was added to subawards, nor was there any indication that ICJIA had followed-up
on the matter during site visits. In addition, when we reviewed site visit
documentation, we found that special conditions that were included in subaward
agreements were not mentioned. Therefore, we believe identified risk factors are
not always addressed by ICJIA.
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Finally, we learned that answers to some PRA questions resulted in
preliminary risks being identified; however, ICJIA’s consistent response
documented in its subrecipient monitoring files was that these matters were not
applicable. We believe that if questions truly were not applicable, ICJIA should
identify them as such on the PRA to prevent resources being spent by the
subrecipient to develop an answer and by ICJIA officials to review and respond to
the answer. Furthermore, if a subrecipient is unaware the question is not
applicable it may implement procedures in order to comply with the substance of
the question. This could result in unnecessary effort and use of resources and does
not fulfill the intent of the PRA, which is to identify risks at each subrecipient.
These issues indicate that ICJIA did not utilize its risk assessment process as
it was designed and this may have resulted in inadequate efforts to evaluate
subrecipient risk and determine the appropriate level of monitoring. As a result, we
recommend that OJP ensure ICJIA reassesses its subrecipient monitoring policies to
guarantee that the policies result in an appropriate level of monitoring based on the
subrecipient risks identified.
Regarding the third-tier recipient risk assessments performed by the lead
entities, ICJIA officials told us that it made the PRA available to lead entities to use
for assessing risk at their subrecipients, but that it was not required. However,
ICJIA’s policy specifically stated that lead entities will require subrecipients to
complete PRAs and specific conditions resulting from the PRA must be incorporated
into the subaward agreement, which is a clear contradiction to what we were told
by ICJIA officials. Moreover, officials at two lead entities believed they were
required to use the PRA to assess risk for their third-tier recipients; the remaining
lead entity indicated that use of ICJIA’s PRA was not required. Additionally, one of
the lead entities that used the PRA did not use it as intended. Rather, this lead
entity required their subrecipients to complete the PRA after the subawards were
issued. Therefore, special conditions resulting from the PRA could not be
incorporated into the subaward agreement without an amendment. While we
believe that ICJIA’s policy for lead entity risk assessments for third-tier recipients
contributes to ICJIA’s compliance with the monitoring requirements of the Uniform
Guidance, we believe that ICJIA’s requirements and expectations should be clearer.
Therefore, we recommend OJP ensure ICJIA clarifies its requirements to the lead
entities regarding the lead entities’ assessment of subrecipient risk.
Financial Monitoring
ICJIA requires its subrecipients to submit periodic financial reports (PFR)
either monthly or quarterly that indicate the total expenses and match incurred for
the period. ICJIA does not require subrecipients to submit supporting
documentation for each expenditure on the PFR; however, subrecipients are
required to include a timekeeping certification that details, for each employee and
match volunteer, the total hours worked on the program and the total compensated
hours. ICJIA monitors subrecipient expenditures through a review of each PFR to
ensure that the budgeted amounts in each category match information in ICJIA’s
grant management system, the reported expenses are consistent with the program
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budget and grant activities, and the subrecipient is on target to execute the
program budget as planned by the end of the grant period.
As an additional financial monitoring measure, ICJIA also performs fiscal
audits on-site at subrecipients. During a fiscal site visit, an ICJIA auditor reviews
the subrecipient’s accounting system and internal controls, as well as tests a
selection of reported expenditures and match transactions for supportability and
allowability. Fiscal audits are cyclical in nature and, according to ICJIA policy, must
be performed every 2 to 3 years for every subrecipient.
Although ICJIA’s policy framework for financial monitoring of subrecipients
appears adequate, we identified significant issues with ICJIA’s execution of its
financial monitoring activities. First, we found that ICJIA is unlikely to comply with
its 2-to-3-year fiscal audit cycle. The fiscal audit policy was implemented in the fall
of 2017, and by April 2020 only 19 fiscal audits were completed. Therefore, the
majority of ICJIA’s direct subrecipients, including the lead entities, have not
received a fiscal audit. Because the majority of the direct service subrecipients and
lead entities have not received an audit, there are millions of subawarded funds for
which allowability and proper supporting documentation has not been verified by
ICJIA. This significant weakness in ICJIA’s execution of its internal controls over
expenditures increases the risk that inappropriate expenses will be charged to
VOCA subawards. ICJIA stated there has been turnover in its auditor position and
we noted several months where the position was not filled. We believe this
contributed to the low number of completed audits. We recommend that OJP
ensure ICJIA conducts these fiscal audits in a timely manner and updates its
subrecipient monitoring policies to include other types of adequate financial
monitoring processes for instances in which completing on-site fiscal audits are not
feasible.
Another issue relates to ICJIA’s monitoring of subrecipient reimbursement
requests and payments. We found instances where a lead entity received payment
from ICJIA related to third-tier recipient expenses, but this lead entity did not
reimburse one of its subrecipients until several months later. A lead entity
representative stated that their review of the subrecipient’s supporting
documentation resulted in questions and they did not reimburse the subrecipient
until the questions had been satisfactorily resolved. We commend the lead entity’s
monitoring of the subrecipient to ensure the subrecipient’s expenses were proper
prior to reimbursing them; however, this situation did result in funds being drawn
down that were not ultimately reimbursed to the subrecipient for several months.
Therefore, we recommend the OJP require that ICJIA develops a process to
safeguard against the drawdown of excess funds and considers the additional
monitoring and reimbursement effort involved in a multi-tiered subaward structure
like ICJIA uses with its pass-through lead entities.
Additionally, as discussed above in the Matching Requirement section, we
identified $40,773 of unsupported match funds at one subrecipient. During our site
visit at this subrecipient, we noted it received VOCA subawards from ICJIA and two
lead entities; however, we found that the lead entities do not require subrecipient
reimbursement requests to contain the actual matching costs expended during that
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period. Further, a representative from this subrecipient told us that no one ever
reviews its match and that reported cash match need only be cash available from
other sources (e.g., investment returns, donations) versus actually spent on the
program, which is not accurate according to the DOJ Grants Financial Guide.
Also, regarding monitoring of match, during our review of subrecipient files
at ICJIA we found an instance of a subrecipient not meeting the 20-percent match
requirement. The subrecipient only matched 15 percent of its subaward, which was
$16,399 less than the required amount. After we raised this issue to ICJIA, we
were informed that ICJIA and the subrecipient remedied the unmet match issue by
providing evidence that the subrecipient had received additional volunteer labor
hours that were then appropriately classified as match. However, given this issue,
and the $40,773 of unsupported match previously discussed, we believe ICJIA does
not have adequate procedures in place to ensure that subrecipients have met the
VOCA matching requirement and needs to strengthen its monitoring of compliance
with the match policy. Therefore, we recommend that OJP ensure that ICJIA has a
process requiring subrecipients to report their actual match activity (e.g.,
expenditure of funds, volunteer time expended). We also recommend that OJP
ensure ICJIA revises its approach for reviewing match for allowability and proper
support and for monitoring to verify required match amounts are met. Finally, we
recommend that OJP ensure that ICJIA requires its lead entities to have similar
controls for ensuring third-tier recipients meet match requirements.
Performance Monitoring
ICJIA requires its subrecipients to submit quarterly performance reports that
include the PMT report for the quarter, a data report showing agreed-upon
performance measures, and a narrative describing progress toward goals and
objectives. Grant monitors review these reports for completeness, to verify the
reported activity is consistent with the program described in the subrecipient’s
program narrative (which is incorporated in the subaward agreement), and to verify
that the data reported is within the expected scope of program activity. In addition
to reviewing these quarterly performance reports, grant monitors also assess
performance by conducting programmatic site visits. During these site visits, grant
monitors review with the subrecipient the program goals, objectives, and
performance measures as well as recordkeeping and reporting requirements.
Additionally, grant monitors spot check reported data for accuracy. According to
ICJIA policy, site visits must be completed within the first 6 months of a new
program and then at least once every 12 months for high-risk subrecipients and
24 months for medium and low-risk subrecipients.
We reviewed ICJIA’s completed programmatic site visits and identified
29 instances of new programs that did not receive a site visit within the 6-month
timeframe required by ICJIA’s policy.17 Moreover, while we determined ICJIA
completed site visits of all of its subrecipients at least every 24 months, we could
ICJIA considers a new program to be any subaward received under a new NOFO. For
example, a subrecipient that has been performing services for the past 3 years would still be
considered new if it received a subaward under the next NOFO, even if the program remained the
same.
17
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not fully assess ICJIA’s compliance with its performance monitoring criteria. As
noted in the Subrecipient Risk Assessment discussion above, ICJIA does not
designate risk at an overall level for subrecipients. Therefore, we were unable to
determine which subrecipients should have been visited within 12 months (high-risk
subrecipients) versus those that should have been monitored within 24 months
(medium and low-risk subrecipients). We recommend that OJP require ICJIA to
conduct its programmatic site visits in a timely manner in compliance with its
monitoring policy.
ICJIA Review of Subrecipient Performance Statistics
As stated earlier in the Annual Performance Reports section, ICJIA requires
its subrecipients to enter quarterly performance data directly into PMT. ICJIA then
completes a limited quality assurance check based on the data entered and notifies
subrecipients of data inconsistencies.
While reviewing how ICJIA compiled performance data from its subrecipients
to prepare its Annual Performance Reports for submission to the OVC, we also
assessed subrecipient quarterly PMT performance reports. We sought support for
select subrecipient-reported figures to confirm the information reported.
Specifically, we attempted to verify certain quantifiable items, including the number
of victims served, the number of new victims served, and the types of victimization.
We found that we were unable to reconcile the subrecipient supporting
documentation against the information input by the subrecipients into PMT for
nearly two-thirds of the data categories tested. For example, one subrecipient
reported having served 41 victims but could only support that 27 were served. In
addition to performance numbers not reconciling, we identified other issues with
ICJIA’s monitoring of performance data reported in PMT, as detailed below.
•

At one subrecipient, representatives stated that ICJIA informed them that the
total number of victims served listed in the quarterly PMT reports should
equal the number of new victims served. In fact, the subrecipient’s four
recent quarterly PMT reports showed the same number in both categories.
In discussions with ICJIA we received conflicting responses regarding how to
correctly report the data, which can contribute to inaccurate reporting.

•

A subrecipient official described confusion regarding the reporting of certain
information. Specifically, this subrecipient official stated it was informed by
ICJIA that the same victim should be counted twice in the quarterly PMT
report if that victim received both in and out-patient services; however, if not
for that guidance it would have counted the victim only once in the quarterly
PMT report. When we asked ICJIA about this situation, ICJIA representatives
informed us that a victim in this situation should only be counted once, which
could call into question the accuracy of this subrecipient’s reporting.

•

An ICJIA representative initially informed us grant monitors compare the
numbers included in the quarterly performance submissions (e.g., the
quarterly PMT report and the quarterly data report) to ensure there are no
anomalies or inconsistencies. After our identification of anomalies in
performance numbers from various subrecipients’ quarterly performance
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reports, ICJIA representatives stated they could not explain these anomalies
because the grant monitors’ actual performance monitoring practice did not
include maintaining support to document the comparison and resolution of
performance numbers between the two reports. Therefore, we could not
confirm whether the anomalies that we identified were also identified and
resolved in some way by ICJIA monitors.
The issues we identified indicate that ICJIA needs to improve its efforts to
review performance statistics. The accuracy of performance statistics is important
because ICJIA needs to be able to fully demonstrate the performance and
effectiveness of activities funded by its VOCA awards. Therefore, we recommend
that OJP ensure that ICJIA has adequate monitoring policies to provide assurance
that subrecipients are reporting accurate performance information and are receiving
appropriate and consistent guidance from ICJIA.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall, we found ICJIA used its grant funds to enhance services for crime
victims. However, our audit identified certain deficiencies in several key areas. For
example, although we found that ICJIA generally planned for the increase in VOCA
funding, we identified concerns regarding the amount of VOCA funds returned to
OJP, the purpose of a subaward that ICJIA awarded to itself, and an area of
potential unmet need. We also determined that ICJIA was not on track to comply
with the priority funding areas requirement and did not comply with several special
conditions. With respect to grant financial management, although we found that
ICJIA established adequate controls over certain financial activities, we found
unsupported or unallowable administrative expenditures and matching funds, as
well as a small amount of unallowable subrecipient costs. Further, we identified a
duplicate expenditure that resulted in unsupported funds drawn down, excess cash
on hand, and unreported program income. Finally, we found that ICJIA’s
monitoring was not completed as planned and the monitoring completed was
inadequate in areas such as matching funds, site visits, and programmatic
reporting. Therefore, we provide 28 recommendations to OJP to address these
deficiencies.
We recommend that OJP:
1.

Provide ICJIA with an appropriate level of technical assistance to facilitate
and enhance the process used by ICJIA to effectively and efficiently award
available funding commensurate with the ongoing needs of victims in Illinois.

2.

Require ICJIA to review its efforts to provide VOCA funding for legal services
and determine if improvements are appropriate.

3.

Coordinate with ICJIA to reexamine the appropriateness of the ICJIA
subaward for expanding InfoNet.

4.

Ensure ICJIA adequately communicates to its subrecipients its policies or
interpretations affecting the allowability of subrecipient costs.

5.

Require that ICJIA employs an adequate and reliable process for tracking
grant spending by priority area.

6.

Determine what action should be taken for ICJIA’s 2017 award for which it is
not on track to comply with the priority funding area requirement for
previously underserved victims.

7.

Ensure that ICJIA establishes policies and procedures for complete and
appropriate SAR submissions.

8.

Coordinate with ICJIA on the appropriate and reasonable submission of SARs
for its previously awarded VOCA subgrants.

9.

Require that ICJIA establish policies and procedures for complete and proper
submission of FFATA reports.
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10.

Coordinate with ICJIA on the appropriate and reasonable submission of
FFATA reports for its previously awarded VOCA subrecipients.

11.

Ensure that ICJIA submits all required documentation related to
discrimination findings against subrecipients of ICJIA’s VOCA funds.

12.

Ensure ICJIA reiterates to its subrecipients the requirements from the
Uniform Guidance related to bonuses, specifically regarding requirements for
employee agreements or an established plan and equitably allocating the
costs.

13.

Remedy the $504,795 of questioned unsupported personnel administrative
costs.

14.

Remedy the total $64,211 of unallowable non-personnel administrative costs.

15.

Ensure that ICJIA’s policies identify the types of agreements available and
distinguish the required monitoring commensurate with those agreement
types.

16.

Remedy the $35,478 in overdrawn funds.

17.

Coordinate with ICJIA to identify the total amount of interest earned by
VOCA funds drawn down in advance and remedy those funds as appropriate.

18.

Remedy the total $40,773 of unsupported match.

19.

Assist ICJIA in calculating the appropriate amount of program income earned
based on federal government participation in the cost of the InfoNet system
and ensure that these funds are remedied in an appropriate manner.

20.

Ensure ICJIA reassesses its subrecipient monitoring policies to guarantee that
the policies result in an appropriate level of monitoring based on the
subrecipient risks identified.

21.

Ensure ICJIA clarifies its requirements to the lead entities regarding the lead
entities’ assessment of subrecipient risk.

22.

Ensure ICJIA conducts fiscal audits in a timely manner and updates its
subrecipient monitoring policies to include other types of adequate financial
monitoring processes for instances in which completing on-site fiscal audits
are not feasible.

23.

Require that ICJIA develop a process to safeguard against the drawdown of
excess funds and considers the additional monitoring and reimbursement
effort involved in a multi-tiered subaward structure like ICJIA uses with its
pass-through lead entities.

24.

Ensure that ICJIA has a process requiring subrecipients to report their actual
match activity (e.g., expenditure of funds, volunteer time expended).
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25.

Ensure ICJIA revises its approach for reviewing match for allowability and
proper support and for monitoring to verify required match amounts are met.

26.

Ensure that ICJIA requires its lead entities to have controls for ensuring
third-tier recipients meet match requirements.

27.

Require ICJIA to conduct its programmatic site visits in a timely manner in
compliance with its monitoring policy.

28.

Ensure that ICJIA has adequate monitoring policies to provide assurance that
subrecipients are reporting accurate performance information and are
receiving appropriate and consistent guidance from ICJIA.
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APPENDIX 1
OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Objective
The objective of the audit was to evaluate how the Illinois Criminal Justice
Information Authority (ICJIA) designed and implemented its crime victim assistance
program. To accomplish this objective, we assessed performance in the following
areas of grant management: (1) grant program planning and execution,
(2) program requirements and performance reporting, (3) grant financial
management, and (4) monitoring of subrecipients.
Scope and Methodology
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted
Government Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objective.
This was an audit of Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) victim assistance formula
grants 2015-VA-GX-0049, 2016-VA-GX-0027, 2017-VA-GX-0048, and
2018-V2-GX-0070 from the Crime Victims Fund (CVF) awarded to ICJIA. The Office
of Justice Programs (OJP), Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) awarded these grants
totaling $365,268,070 to ICJIA, which serves as the state administering agency.
Our audit concentrated on, but was not limited to, the period of October 2014, the
project start date for VOCA assistance grant number 2015-VA-GX-0049, through
May 2020. As of May 2020, ICJIA had drawn down a total of $203,131,817 from
the 4 audited grants.
To accomplish our objective, we tested compliance with what we consider to
be the most important conditions of ICJIA’s activities related to the audited grants,
which included conducting interviews with state of Illinois financial staff, examining
policies and procedures, and reviewing grant documentation and financial records.
We performed sample-based audit testing for grant expenditures, financial reports,
and performance reports. In this effort, we employed a judgmental sampling
design to obtain broad exposure to numerous facets of the grants reviewed. This
non-statistical sample design did not allow projection of the test results to the
universe from which the samples were selected. The authorizing VOCA legislation,
the VOCA victim assistance program guidelines, the OJP and DOJ Financial Guides,
and the award documents contain the primary criteria we applied during the audit.
During our audit, we obtained information from OJP’s Grants Management
System and Performance Measurement Tool, as well as ICJIA’s accounting system
specific to the management of DOJ funds during the audit period. We did not test
the reliability of those systems as a whole; therefore, any findings identified
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involving information from those systems was verified with documents from other
sources.
While our audit did not assess ICJIA’s overall system of internal controls, we
did review the internal controls of ICJIA’s financial management system specific to
the management of funds for each VOCA grant within our review. We also
developed an understanding of ICJIA’s financial management system and its
policies and procedures to assess its risk of non-compliance with laws, regulations,
guidelines, and terms and conditions of the grants. We also reviewed the state of
Illinois’ fiscal year 2015 through 2017 Single Audit Reports.
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APPENDIX 2
SCHEDULE OF DOLLAR-RELATED FINDINGS
Description

2015

VOCA Grant Year
2016

2017

Amount

Page

Questioned Costs 18
Unallowable Lead Entity Administrative Costs
Unallowable Rent Costs
Unallowable Costs

$

6,938
6,938

$

$

Unsupported Personnel Costs
Unsupported Personnel Costs Incorrectly Charged
Unsupported Unused Paid Leave Costs
Unsupported Duplicate Drawdown
Unsupported Match
Unsupported Costs

$ 194,285
40,773
$ 235,058

$ 208,983
35,478
$ 244,461

TOTAL QUESTIONED COSTS

$241,996

$301,734

$

57,273
57,273

$

57,273
6,938
64,211

19
19

$ 73,622
16,577
11,328
$ 101,527

$ 476,890
16,577
11,328
35,478
40,773
$ 581,046

18
18
18
20
22

$101,527

$645,257

$

-

$
$

Questioned Costs are expenditures that do not comply with legal, regulatory, or
contractual requirements; are not supported by adequate documentation at the time of the audit; or
are unnecessary or unreasonable. Questioned costs may be remedied by offset, waiver, recovery of
funds, the provision of supporting documentation, or contract ratification, where appropriate.
18
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APPENDIX 3
ILLINOIS CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION AUTHORITY
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 19
INOIS
RI1.\UN M, JUSTI CE
INFORl\!IA.TION AUTHORITY
300 W. Ad:a.m!! Str,ee:t • Suite .200 • Chk:,ago, lllinoie 60606, • (312) 793'-SIU ,0

Rited State.s Depa11ment of Justice
Office of the Inspector Gelll:e:ral

Audit Dt,ision

I

ls. Taram:a,

Prease findICJIA. ' s responres to the DOJ audd of grants 2015-VA-GX-0049, 201.6~\ A-GX-002 201. VA-GX-0048, and 2018-V2-GX-0070 in blue below. We look forwatd to wod::ing witb O C to acldt-:ess
any issues as 1w-e continue to administer OCA funds.
0

_ekw&'I', Mtl(J#(~----------'9 1

020_ _

Cbarise W11!1iams

Date

Acting Execntive Dif:ector
Illinois C1'imma] Justice Imonnation Antho1ity

ICJIA RESPONSES
1..

Provide ICilA with an appropriate level of tecbmcal assistance to fac ilitate and enhance tb:e
proce,ss u,~ by ICilA to effecfr,;,rel~• and efficieml~• award available fillliling co1llmc'IBurate v.iili
the ongoing needs ofviotims in Illinois.
No ICJIAres-ponse required. \Ve look fotward to wotking with OVC on the matter.

2.

Rfqwe· IG.JIA to re·vi.ew its: efforts to provide· VOCA fimdwg for foga] se,n,,je,e,s ll.lld determine if
improvem.ems are appropriate.
Eady in 2020, ICJIA began a process of detemmi:ing v.ilat 1ega] services e1.irrentfy exist in the
state and if gaps in sen.'i.ce exist. We will miliz.e this stndy to devefop our funding plannmg and
strategy.

3.

Cocmiinate with ICJIA to reex:unine ilie appropriateness offue ICJIA suba.\Wfd fo r expanding
ImoNet.
No ICJIA.res-pon.se required. \Ve look forward to wotking with OVC on this matter. ICJIA
aUIBUrly bas appr01.ral from OVC for the grant-fhnding of Infonet.

4..

Ensure ICJli\ adequately 00llllll1iaicates to .~ts subi-ecipiems it policies or int~
affecimg the allov;'llbility of subt-ecipiem costs .

ions

ICJIA pro\rides grantees with gJJi.ciance concerning the OOJ Financi Guidelines and pt"O\ii.des a
thorough re\ii.ew of all grantee lrudgels, as part of ouc grant execution proce.ss. We hold quarterly
meetm~ v..ri h some of our lacgest grantees to d iscuss policies and c-0st allowability. Ia the futut"e,
'a ge 1 of 6
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look to expand upon this by pro\.iding technical assistance, reference material, and the u.se of
wotkshops to communicate these policies and interpretations affe-cting allowability.

5.

Require that ICflA employs an adequate and re.liable pTC>ce$S for tracking gi·ant spending by
priotity area.

ICJ14. is in d.evelopm~ t of an intemal tracking system that will delineate VOCA funding, based
,on the OVC prio1ity are.as. This system will be operational by the end of the calendar year.
6.

Dete.nnine what action s hould be taken for ICJ!A' s 2017 award for w hich it is not on track t o
,comply \\'ifh the priority funding area requU:eme.nt for previously undersen-ed vi ctims.
N o ICJIA response required. \Ve l ook forward to wodcing nitb OVC on this matte·.

7.

E nsure that ICJIA establishes policies and procedures for complete and appropriate S AR
submissions.
We cwnntly have a u-01-kingprocedure o f how we submit our SAR. We b.ave undeitake.n a
p rocess to fonnali.ze the policy and procedw'e. Upon cOUlpletion,. we then will be providing a
training as part o f the implementation.

S.

C oordinate with ICil.4 on the approp1iate and reasonable submission ofSARs for its pre,i ously
:a.w arded VOCA subgranh .
N o ICJIA response required. \Ve l ook forward to wodcing nitb OVC on the matter.

9.

Require that ICflA establish policies and procedures for complete and proper submissi on of
FFATA reports.
A policy and procedure for the reporting of Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency
Act (FFATA) bas be<n established.

10.

C oordinate with ICilA on the approp1iate and reasonable submission ofFFAT A reports for ih
p revi ously awarded VOCA sub1'ecipie.nts.
A policy and procedure for the reporting of Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency
Act (FFATA) bas been established. We will u-01-k to identify any delinquent submissions an:d
have them submitted.

11.

E nsure that ICJIA submits all required documentation related to discrimination findings against
subrecipienh o f ICJIA 's VOCA funds.

ICJ14. agrees with this finding and «ill retrain staff on emting policies to ensure required
,documentation related to discrimination findings a.r e submitted to the OCR. AU VOCA gra.o.tees
.a.t'e required to submit a Ci,il Rights Compliance Certification before the giant Ap'eeme.nt is
:fully exe-cuted (See Attached). This fonn contains a certification frOUl the grantee that if fin<tinp
,of discrimination are made against the grantee, or any sub-grantee or conb·ac:tor o f the gi·a.ntee,
then the grantee «ill fo1ward a copy o f the findings to ICJ!A. The fonn also informs the grantee
10 fo1ward any findings of discrimination to ICJIA that a.t'e made dwing the life of the p ant.
Finally, the fonn du'eds the p an.tee to indicate whether the grantee, i ts subgra.ntees or contractors
have had any findings of discrim.i.nation made against them within the past three yea.rs. If the
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indicates that there have been findings of discrimination, then the grantee is directed to
attach the findings to the fom,_
All certifications rue reviewed by the OGC and any findings are fotwarded to OCR. In order to
ensure accurate tracking of the findings that are submitted to OCR, any findings and related
documents will be kept in the grant mastet file and digital copies will be stored on the OGC
computer drive. ICJIA will pro,ide a tiaining to OGC staff in the Fall of2020 ou the procedure
for submitting documentation related to discrimination findings to OCR.
12.

Ensure ICITA reiterate.s to its subrecipients the requirements frotn the Ullifo1m Guidance related
to bonl'ses, specifically regarding requirements for eu,ployee agreemeuts or au e~tablished plan
and equitably allocating the costs.
ICJIA currently holds quarterly nieeting with sotne of its largest grantees to discuss policies and
allowability. In the furure we look to e.'<jland upon this by providing by presi ding tecwlical
assistance. reference material, and the use of workshops. We \\ill identify the offending
subrecipient(s) and work to recover the unallowable me of the fuuds.

13.

Remedy the S504,795 of questioned WJSupportedpeisounel administrative. coots.
andwete both hired in FY16 under the Re,-,earch and Aual}~is department
specifically to do YOGA-related research such as the VOCA needs assessment. As that
department is separate from the Federal and State Progrruus ullit, they were not immediately
aware of the time~~Jfort certification requirements for staff who worked 100% on one
progranL
, the IT analyst who worl:ed 100% on InfoNet but was ch.vged 50% to VOCA and 50% to
another funding source, reported to another State agency (DoIT) during FYI 7 and 18, and
similarly was also ooaware.

.

-

•along-time IGJIA employee spent most o!Jlllli.we on InfoNet.

All three employees based on theirjob descriptions, worl:ed I 00% on VOCA., 2 of which in new
positions that we,e created specifically to help ICJIA effectively program and expend the
increased VOCA funding.
Theerror will be. correc.ted during the VOCA 17 closeout this year if it has not been
corrected before that time..
!GITA agrees with therecollllllfudation and will refund the unsupported unused vacation
and sick lea\ie as recommeudect
14.

Reuiedy the total $64,211 of unallowable non-personnel administrative costs.
The total represents a corubinatiou of two amounts described below, both of which we believe
should be remo,·ed.
I) $57,273 Lead entity admin costs
The vendor for this coon.1ct \\ras a sole source non-profit organization that's been a partner with
ICJIA and llllother lead entity (lead enrity 2) in the achnini;tratiou ofVOCA funding for many
years. \\Te share our 5% ad.min budget with them. and we use a procurement contract because this
Page 3 of 6
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't a grant and we want to make sw:e their achnin costs get charged to om federal admin
appropriation, not to ow- grants appropriation. Bur we have a.hva.ys conside.rad this a
reimbursement contract, with the <'fi."Ced" amount being the maximum, we would only pay them
for what they speod, which could be !ess. We didn' t intend to imply th.at the one--year $80,000
cona-act 1-epra-sented 12 monthly payments ofS6,666.67 each, or that ifwe 1-e.d uce-d the contract
period from 12 months to 8 months, the conb-act amo'Wlt would necessarily han to be less - Ul
this c a:;e> reduced the number of months because $80,000 was not enough money to cover
lead entity' s admin costs through the whole year. and since the whole $.$Ok was spent by 6/30/17.
,;,,-e wanted to end it at 6/30 and stan the nen cono:act oo 7/Ul 7 (actually 7126/17 by the rime it
got si@l.ed), and use the state fiscal year as the contract: penod going forward. We intentionally
amended the FYl 7 contract to be an &-month contract for $$Ok that ended on 6/30/17. The FYl 8
contract had a.a end date of 6130/ 18 and a total amount of $210,000, and at no time was there any
ove.rlap between the two contracts. Monthly payment!! varied depending on how much lead entity
spent and lead entity was not paid rwice in any won.th during fYl 7 or FYlS, so the questioned
cost of S.S7,213 should be mnoved.

,,-e

2)S6,938 Unallowable 1-ent costs

ICJ14 is priwanly a gran.tma.k.ing agency, responsible for the adminisbati.on of various criminal

r
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policy, prior to obtaining a federally approved indit-e.ct cost rate agreement from DOJ in SFYl 9,
w.u to allocate operational coots associated with grants adwirustration, such as space rental and
te!ecowmunicahons expenses, based on grantmaking activity dwiug the 12-month period of the
State fiscal ye31· (July I - June 30). The questioned rental costs: l\·e.re paid in FY16. Our
.@l'antmaki.ng acti,ity in FY16 consisted of a total of 359 subgrants, including 181 VOCA
sub grants, so VOC A's fair share of the -:.pace rental coots (including the Springfield office
becaU$e it was used by the Executive DU-ec.tor and orhe.r Chicago mffwben they , isite-d
Springfie.Jd) was 50%. Total rent expenses in SFYl6 v.--e1·e $526.450, so VOCA•s fair sh.are of
50% = S26 5,425. Achl.11 rent expenses charged to VOCA in SFY16 =$254,447 (48%), so VOCA
w as slightly under-charged for rent. We believe that the questioned cost of$6.938 should be
1-e.nlO\-ed.

15.

Eru.ure th.at ICJIA 's policies identify the t)pes of agreements a«.:ailab!e and distinguish the
1-equind monitoting commensurate with those agreement types.

ICJ14. disagrees u-ith this finding as this issue has been addressed through JCJlA's internal
policies. The Policies and Procedures Manu.al discmses these issues in Sec tion 11 Agreement
Processing and Section 12 Monitoring. Grant agree.ments are a-eated using the Uniform Gr,mt
Agreement templates pro\.ided to ICJIA by th-e Govemot·'s Office of Management and Budget
Grant Accowrtability and Transpuency Unit (GATU) whic.h o\--ersees implementation and
administranon of the Grant Accountability and Transpare.ncy Act.
ICJ14. nuy also enter into a procw-e.me.nt contract with a party. \\tbic.h is distinguished from a
grant agreement as procw'ml.e.n.t conb-acts gene-ally apply to conb-acts between JCflA and a
contractor for senic:e.s or goods. and not to contracts bemre-eu ICilA 's grantees and contractors.
OGC has created a separate Contract & Procurement Procedure for these types of contracts.
\Vhile these contracts are not subject ro the same monito1ing procedures as a grant agreement,
ICJ14. staff may determine that monitoring tasks a.:a-e necessary suc.b as in the e\·eru of conn-acting
wuh a lead -entity for payment of administa-ative funcb.
16.

Remedy the $35,478 in overcb-awn funds.
Pa.ie 4 of 6
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retumed these overdrau-n ftmds in January 2020 as part ofour refund of unspent cash to

DOI of$50,077.69 atthe closeoutofJCilA's 2016 VOCA award (wa1nnt #AB9843535,issue
date 01/1012020, paid date 01/2412020).
17.

Coordinate ·with ICil.4 to identify the total amount of interest ea1n ed by VOCA funds dra\\-n
do\\-n in advance and remedy those funds as appropriate.
ICJ14. 's paymaits to VOCA subrecipients a.r e reimbw-se.ment•based, as are our resulting

dnwdowm,, so ICJIA doe.s not earn inteIMt ODVOCA receipts. Howenr, OD n ty me occ1siom
such as the :federal shutdown in Ja.nua1y 2019 and dtuing th.e upcoming DOJ transition from
GPRS to ASAP, 30-day advances may ba\-e been, or way become, neeessa.ty. Any interest earned
will be remedied as re-cotlllll.ellded.
1S.

Remedy the total S40,773 of unsupported match.
Rega.t·ding oon-profit organization grantee u-ith unsupported watching funds. The organization
was very fortunate to have a pool of donated cash, goods, and sen.ices a\.1ilable that could
qualify as match to their VOCA grants. Howei.-er, it appe.a.rs that they didn't understand that
waking ex.p-e nditures from this pool ofres.oto-ces wasn't enough u-itbout also having
docwnentation that the expenditures were specifically for VOCA programs. Now that they
undei"Sta.nd ihe problem, they «ill be able to pro\ide documentation for at lea.st SOlll.e of their
watch so that we don't ba\.-e to ask them to refund all of the federal grant money in this finding.
The subawa.rd from JCilA in this ease u.1s from our VOCA 15 funds. We reported a total of more
than SS00,000 in o,:er•watch for VOCA 15 at closeout and as a result grantee's watch was not
deemed material in order to meet our total match requirement

19.

Assist !CH.ti.. in calculating the appropriate amount of progr.am income earned based on fedei-al
government! participation in the cost of the InfoNet system and ensw'e that the-s.e funds are
t'emedied in an appropriate uunnei-.
No JCJIA response required. JCil.4. «ill need OJP's assistance to determine whether a
,-i;imbm·s.mwu gram from another state agency (IDHS) that supports InfoNet should be
considered ""program income" if their grant requires us to retwu unspent funds to the state,
whereas unspent program incOlll.e must be retumed to DOI.

20.

En.sure ICITA t'eassesses its subrecipient monitoring policies to guarantee that the policies result
in an approp1i ate level of monitoring based on the sub recipient risks identified.
ICJ14. is in the process of modifying its Site Visit Policy to properly reflect the ability to type of
site \.i.sits to be conducted. The re\.i.sed policy is expe,cted to be imp!emented Fall 2020 with staff
b·a.iJling to follow. We have also l'e\ised om· site i;isit repot.1 fo1m to be wore l'ept'ese.ntatii.·e of
ehanging re-quiJ:ements.

21.

En.sure ICITA clarifies its requirements to the lead entities r egarding the lead entities• assessment
of subrecipient risk
ICJ14. will reinforce this requirement by re\.ising our Lead Entity Policy to ex.pound upon and
cla1ify the requiremait of lead entities to utilize a project 1-i:sk assessment u-itb subrecipients.
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22 .

Ensure ICflA conducts fiscal audits in a timely manner and updates its subrecipient monitoring
policies to indude other types of adequate fmancial monitoring processes for instances in wbie:h
completing o:i-site fiscal audits are not feasib!e.

ICJ14. bas de·.-eloped a financial risk assessment policy to ensure adequate c,\·ersight o f all
grantees. See Attaclunent L
23.

Require that JCJIA. develop a process to safeguard against the cb:awdo\vn of excess funds and
considers the additional monitoring and reimbursement effort involved in a multi-tie.red subaward
dru.chlro lil:oal CJI.A. ua~ tvi th it: p~~~-through loa~d oanfiti~ .

No ICJIA response required. \Ve look fo1ward to wodcing u-itb OVC on this matter.

24.

Ensure that ICilA has a process requiring subrecipients to re.port its actual w te:h acti\.ity (e.g.,
expenditure cf funds, volunteecr time expended).
As described in our policy and procedw'es manual, ICilA uses a Periodic Fncal Report (PFR)
that is completed by the subrecipients. The PFR is for the reporting of federal and match
expenditures. This reporting is furthe: tracked in our internal gi·ants management system. These
1'epo1ted e.:,i;pmd.itures are. then substantiated on our site. ,:isits and audits.

25.

Ensure ICflA revises its approach for reviewing match for allowability andprope.r support and
for monitoring to verify required match amounts are met
As described in our policy and procedw'es manual, ICilA uses a Periodic Fncal Report (PFR)
that is completed by the subrecipients. The PFR is for the. reporting of federal and match
expenditures. This reporting is furthe: tracked in om· inte.mal gi·ants management system. These
1'epo1ted e:,i;pmd.itures are. then substantiated on om· site. ,:isits and audits.

26.

Ensure that ICilA requires its lead entities to haw conb·o h for enswing thud-tier recipients meet
makh t~\W~me.nb .

ICJ14. will re:nforce this require.me.n.t by re\.ising our Lead Entity Policy to ?iq,ound upon and
cla1ify the require.me.nt of lead entities ensuring third-tier recipients mee.t match require.ments.

27.

Require ICJIA to conduct its progn mmatic site visits in a timely manner in compliance with its
monitoring policy.
The lack of timeliness is mostly attributed to workload,. staffi ng levels., and m ambitious site. ,:isit
policy. ICJIA is modifying its Site. Visit Policy to properly re.fleet ability to conduct site visits.
The revised policy is expected to be imp!e.me.nted Fall 2020 with staff baining to follow. We
have. also t'ev.sed om· site visit repo1t fo1m to be wore t'eprese.ntati\.'e of changing requirements.

28.

Ensure that ICilA has adequate monitoring policies to provide. assurance. that sub1'ecipients are
t'epo1ting aroirate perfonnance information and aJ'e receiving appropriate and consistent guidance
from !CJJA.

ICJ14. will work with OVC to establish and iwp!e.me.nt a review process for grantee PMT data
t'eporting that follows OVC rules and guidelines.
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APPENDIX 4
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 20
U.S. Dep.a11.·tment of Jwtfre

Office ofJustice·Pragmms
Office ofAHdit, Assessment, a11d.Marmgement

. o,rlmtg,•

D.C. i,/JJJ I

epte;mbet ?4, lH:210
IEM0RAND1lfll.i TO :

Carol S. 'Iansika
Rie.g:i.onal Au · Ma:na,ger
Chicago Regional A:udmt Offi.oe
Office of e Inspector Gen.era.II

FROM:
SUBJECT:

Riesponse fo the lli"aft Audit R.ceport, AJUilit ,o f file Oifioe ofJusnce
Prog,iams Vidim Assistcmce Grants A.warded to the- Rlinots
Cnminal Jmnce .lnform.ati.rm Authon{v, Chica~. Rlinois

Tiris m.em.oramlmn lis :in Jreference to, yom ,c.onespandenoe, daJted August 1-li, 020,, mmsmiitting
the abo,v e-reforen ei!II draft mdirt repocl: fm the Illinois Crimina1 J'l!lstioe Infoomafi.on Aul!ho:ril:y
(IC:JIA). ·\Tl e ,c~ m ider the ubj;ed reyort resol1.•edl and Iequest lmtten acoeptanre oftlus actiwi
from yom offi.ce.

The draft repolif conrtalias _g,rec.oilllIIJ.elldaitio:ns aml 645-.25 in questioned oHfs. The follov.-mg
is fue 0ffi.oe ofJnstirePrn,grams• (OJP) analysis offu draft amlit rieporf reoommenrllations. For
,ease of revi:e,v. the Iec.ommendafi.ons aFe re~ated iin bold and! are fo 10\ved by 0JP' s response.
11.

We n-rommend hat OJP' prolride ICJIA with, u apptl'Opriafe lH'il oUf'cl mc:aii
a:sststam,e to facilitate and e,nhance 1th,e p tl'OC>f'J..ll mied by l[CllA to effednrely and
e:ffiri-e.u:tly mvaro arniillable funding ciourmensot1'3 'ie wi.tih he ongoing needs. of,rid:ims
in [Illinois.
OJP awees ""itb. the reoommenrl,;i- ·on. W,e will ooordmate w:ith fue ]CJIA to ohtain a
copy oftheinmtten po.lici.es and pmcemmes. d.evieloped and implemented, to ,enhance i1ts,
pmcess of e:ffecli\iiely and e:ffi.cienf1y a""~acdiiog available Victi.ms of Crirme A!Ct (V0CA)
funding oowm.eruamrte w.iith the ~oing nee& ofillinois victims; an~ W][J pro,i.'!ide
tedmical assisfan e., as appmp:ri.ate_
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2.

We recommend that OJP require ICJ U to re,iew its efforts to pro,id• YOCA
funding for legal senices and detennine ifimpronments are appt'opriate.
OJP agr..s \\1th th• recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ to request that
they review their efforts to provide. VOCA funding for legal sen ices and determine if
improvements are needed; and to provide. us ,,ith a written copy of their complete.d
analysis.

3.

\Ve recommend that OJP coordinate nith ICJL:.\ to reexamine the appropliateness
of th• ICJL'\ subaward for expanding InfoNet.

OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ to determine. if
the subaward for expanding InfoNe.t is appropriate.
4.

\Ve recommend that OJP easure ICJL:.\ adequately communicates to its

subredpients its policies or interpl'etations affecting the aJlowability ofsubredpient
costs.

OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ to obtain a
copy of written policies and proc,edures, developed and impleme.ute.d, to ensure that the.
ICJIA adequately communicates to its subrecipients its policies affecting the allowability
of subrecipient costs.
5.

We recommend that OJP require that ICJL'\ employs an adequate and reliable
process for tracking grant spending by pliolity area.,
OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJIA to obtain a
copy of its written policies and procedures, deve.lope.d and implemented, to e.nsme proper
monitoring and tracking of compliance. with the priority area funding requirement.

6.

We recommend that OJP determine what action should be taken for ICJ U ' s 2017
award for which it is not on track to comply l\ith the priority funding area
1·equfrement for pre,iously undersen·ed ,ictims.
OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJIA and OJP's
Office for Victims of Crime (OVC), to determine the appropriate action to take re,garding
the ICJIA ' s apparent uou-complianc,e \\1th the priority funding area requirement for
Grant Nmnber 2017-VA-GX-0048.

7.

We recommend that OJP eJLsur• that ICJ U establishes policies and procedures for
complete and appropriate SAR submissions.
OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ to obtain a
copy of written polic.ies and proc,edures, developed and impleme.ute.d, to ensure. that the.
Subgrant Award Reports (SARs) it provides are complete and accurate, and the
supporting documentation is maintained for fnture auditing purposes.
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8.

We recommend that OJP coordinate "ith ICJL'\ on th• appropriate and reasonable
submission of SAR.s for its pre,iously awarded YOCA subgrants.
OJP agrees \\1th the reconnneudation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJIA re,garding the
comple.ten ess and acc,1rac.y of the SAR.s submitted for its pre.viously awarded VOCA
subgrants.

9.

We recommend that OJ P require that ICJL'\ establish policies and procedures for
complete and proper submission of FFATA reports.
OJP agrees \\1th the reconnneudation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJIA to obtain a
copy of written policies and proc,edures, developed and impleme.ute.d, to ensure that the.
Feder al Funding Acc.ountability and Transparen cy Act (FFATA) reports it provides are
comple.te. and acc.urate, and the supporting documentation is maintained for fnnu-e
auditing pwposes.

10.

We recommend that OJ P coordinate "ith ICJL'\ on th• appropriate and reasonable
submission of FFATA reports for its pre,iously awarded VOCA subredpieuts.
OJP agrees \\1th the reconnneudation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ re,garding the
comple.tenes-s and accurac.y of the FF ATA reports submitted for its pre.\oiously awarded
VOCA subrecipieuts.

11.

We recommend that OJ P eJLsur• that ICJU submits all required documentation
l'elated to discrimination findings against subl'ecipients of ICJ1'\'s ,·ocAfunds.
OJP agrees \\1th the reconnneudation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ to obtain a
copy of written polic.ies and proc,edures, developed and impleme.ute.d, to ensure. it submits
all of the required doe>l!Dentation related to discrimination findings against subrecipieots
of its VOCA funds to OJP, as required by award special conditions. Additionally, we
will request that ICJIA promptly submit documentation pertaining to any previous
discrimination findings against its VOCA subrecipients to OJP's Office for Civil Rights
for re.view.

12.

\Ve recommend that OJP ellsure ICJL·\ reiterates to its subredpients the
1·equfrements from the Uniform Guidan('e related to bonuses, specifically regarding
1·equfrements for employee agreements or an established plan and equitably
aJlocating the ('OSts.
OJP agrees \\1th the reconnneudation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ to obtain a
copy of written polkies and proc,edures, developed and impleme.ute.d, to ensure. that its
subrecipients are reminded on a regnlar basis, about the. Uniform Guidance. requirements
related to employee agreemen ts or an established plan and equitably allocating costs for
bonuses .
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13.

We recommend that OJP remedy th• S50~,795 of questioned unsupported personnel
administratin cos ts.

OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will review the $504,795 in questioned costs,
charged to Grant Ntunbers 2015-VA-GX-0049, 2016-VA-GX-0027, and 2017-VA-GX0048, and will work \\1th the lCJIA to remedy, as appropriate.
U.

We recommend that OJP remedy th• total $6~,211 of nnallowabl• non-personnel
administratin cos ts.

OJP agrees ,,ith the recomme.udation. \Ve. will review the $64,211 in questioned costs.
charged to Grant Ntunbers 2015-VA-GX-0049, 2016-VA-GX-0027, and 2017-VA-GX0048, and will work \\1th the lCJIA to remedy, as appropriate
15.

We recommend that OJP eJLsur• that ICJ U ' s polides identif)· th• types of
agreements anilable and distinguish the l'equired monitoring commensurate nith
those agreement types.
OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the lCJIA to obtain a
copy of written polic.ies and proc,edures, developed and impleme.ute.d, to ensure. it
identifies the t}pes of agreements available, and the appropriate required monitoring for
each agreement t}pe.

16 .

" 'e recommend that OJP remedy the S35~47 8 in onrdrawn funds.
OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. To remedy the S35,478 in overdrawn funds for
Grant Number 2016-VA-GX-0027, the lCJIA returned these funds to theDOJ, \\1thin a
repayment totaling S50,077.69. Additionally, the OJP's Office of the Chief Financial
Officer deobligated these funds from the grant acco,mt (see Attachments I and 2). Tue.
Office of Justice. Programs requests closme of this recommendation.

li .

We recommend that OJP coordinate "ith ICJL'\ to identify th• total amoun t of
interest earned by YOCA funds drawn don11 in ad,·ance alld remedy those funds as
appropliate.
OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the lCJIA to determine
the total amount of interest, if any. earned by fnnds drawn down in advance from its
VOCA grants, and will work \\1th the lCJIA to remedy, as appropriate.

18.

We recommend that OJP remedy th• total $~0,773 of nnsuppotied match.
OJP agr..s \\1th the recommendation. We. will review the $40,773 in nnsupported
matching costs, charged to Grant N,unbers 2015-VA-GX-0049, 2016-VA-GX-0027, and
2017-VA-GX-0048, and will work with the lCJLI\ to remedy, as appropriate.
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19.

\Ve recommend that OJP assist ICJL.\ in cakulating the appropriate amount of
program income ea1·11ed based on federal gonrnment participation in the cost of the
InfoNE't system and ensu1·e that these funds a1·e remedied in an appropliate manner.
OJP agrees \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJIA to determine
the amo\mt of program income eame.d because. of the Federal government' s contn'bution
to the cost of the InfoNet system, and will work \\1th the ICJIA to remedy, as appropriate.

20.

\Ve recommend that OJP ellsure ICJL·\ reassesses its sub1·ecipient monito1ing
policies to guarantee that the policies result in an appropriate lenl of monito1ing
based on the subrecipient risks identified.
OJP agrees \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJIA to obtain a
copy of its revise.d subrecipient monitoring policies and procedures, developed and
imple.mented, to e.usure the appropriate level of subrecipient monitoring is perfonned
based on risks identified.

21.

\Ve recommend that OJP ellsure ICJL·\ clarifies its requirements to the lead entities
1·egarding the lead entities' assessment of subrecipient risk.
OJP agrees \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ to obtain a
copy of its revise.d subrecipient monitoring policies and procedures, developed and
implemented, to ensure that its lead entities Wlderstand the. requirements to properly
assess VOCA subrecipien t risks.

22.

\Ve recommend that OJP ellsure ICJL:.\ conducts fiscal audi ts in a timeh· manner
and updates its subndpient monito1ing policies to include other types of adequate
financial monitoring processes for instances in which completing on-site fiscal audits
an not fusible.
OJP agrees \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJLI\ to obtain
evidence that the. newly developed Office of Fiscal Management Risk Assessment Policy
was formally iruplemente.d, signed by an authorized ICJIA official, and distributed to
staff respcnsible for managing Feder al grants. Additionally, we will ensure that the
policy includes provisions for ensuring that fiscal audits are conducted in a timely
mallller; and includes alternative types of financial monitoring, for instances in which
comple.ting on-site fiscal audits are not feasible..

23.

\Ve recommend that OJ P require that ICJL:.\ denlop a pl'ocess to safeguard against
the drawdown of ucess funds and considers the additional monitoring and
l'eimbursement effort inYolnd in a multi-tiel'ed subawud structure like ICJL:.\ uses
nith its pas.-s-through lead entities.
OJP agrees \\1th the recommendation. We. will coordinate \\1th the ICJIA to obtain a
copy of its policies and proc-,edures. developed and imple.me.uted, to ensure that: excess
ftmds are not drawn down on its Fe.deral awards; and sufficient monitoring and
reimburse.men t steps are. in place, to effectively manage the multi.tiered subaward
struc.ture. ICJIA uses with its pass-through lead entities.
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2-t

\Ve re-commend that OJP ellsure that ICJL:.\ has a p rocess requiring subncipients
to report its actual match acth·ity (e.g .. expenditure- of funds~ ,·oluntee-r time
expended).

OJP agrees ,,ith the recomme.udation. We will coordinate ,,i th the ICJIA to obtain a
copy of its policies and proc,edures. de.ve!oped and imple.me.uted, to ensure i: re.quires
VOC.'\ subrccipic.uts to accurately and timely report their actual match activity.

.,,. .

\Ve re-commend that OJP Ensure ICJL'\ relises its appl'oach for n,iening match
for aJlowability and proper support and for monitoring to nrify requfre-d match
amounts are met.

OJP agrees ,,ith the recomme.udation. We. will coordinate ,,i th the ICJL#\ to obtain a
copy of its revise.d policies and prooe.dures, developed and implemented, to ensure. the.
required match amowits are met, and tha! the. reported mate.bing costs are re-..i ewed for
allowability and proper support.
26.

\Ve rnommend that OJP ellsure that ICJL:.\ l'equires its lead entities to han
con trols for ellsuring third-tier recipients meet match requil'ements.
OJP agrees ,,ith the recomme.udation. We. will coordinate ,,i th the ICJL~ to obtain a
copy of its revise.d policies and prooe.dures, developed and implemented, to ensure. that its
le.ad entities have. controls for ensuring third.tier red pients meet match requirements.

27,

\Ve re-commend that OJP require ICJ L:.\ to conduct its programmatic site ,isits in a
timelr manner in compliance ui th its monito1ing policy.

OJP agrees ,,ith the recomme.udation. We. will coordinate ,,i th the ICJL#\ to obtain a
copy of its revise.d policies and prooe.dures, developed and implemented, to ensure. its
programmatic site. visits are c.ouducted in a timely mallller, in ac.cordanc,e with its
moni1oriug polic.y.
28.

\Ve re-commend that OJP ellsure that ICJL:.\ has adequate monito1ing policies to
pro,ide assurance that subrecipien ts are reportint accurate performame
information and are recefring app ropriate and consistent guidance froo ICJIA.•

OJP agrees ,,ith the recomme.udation. We will coordinate ,,i th the ICJIA to obtain a
copy of its policies and proc.edures, developed and implemented, to ensure uat VOCA
subre:ipients report accurate performance information, and receive appropriate. and
consistent gttidauce from the. ICJJA.
We apprecia1e. the. opportunity to review and comment on the draft audit report If ~·ou have any
questions or require additional information, please. c.ontact Jeffecy A. Haley, Deputy Director,
Audit and R, view Division, on (202) 616-2936.
Attac.lunen ts
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Katharine T. Sullivan
Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney Gen eral
Maureen A. Henneberg
Deputy Assistant Attorney General
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Le.Toya A. Johnson
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Office of the Assistant Attorney Genen l
Jeffery A. Haley
Deputy Director, Audit and Re\oiew Dh,i siou
Office of Audit, Assessment and Management
Jessica E. Hart
Director
Office for Victims of Crime

Bill Woolf
Senior Ad\oisor
Office for Victims of Crime
Katherine Darke-Schmitt
Deputy Director
Office for Victims of Crime
Kathrina S. Peters<>n
Acting Deputy Director
Office for Victims of Crime

James Simonson
Associate Director for Operations
Office for Victims of Crime
Joel Hall
Associate Director., State. Victim Resowce Division
Office for Victims of Crime
Shawu Cook
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Office for Victims of Crime
Charlotte Grzebien
Deputy General Counsel
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cc:

Phillip K. Merkle
Aeling Director
Office of Communications
Leigh A. Benda
Chief Financial Officer
Christal McNeil-Wright
Associate Chief Financial Officer
Grants Financial Management Division
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Joanne M. Suttiugton
Associate Chief Financial Officer
Finance, Aoc.otmting. and Analysis Division
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Aida Bnnnme
Manager, Evaluation and Oversight Branch
Grants Financial Management Division
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Louise Duhamel
Aeling Assistant Director, Audit Liaison Group
Internal Review and Evaluation Office
Justice Management Division

OJP Executive Secretariat
Control Number ITT0200827064308
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APPENDIX 5
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY
OF ACTIONS NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT
The Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provided a
draft of this audit report to the Department of Justice Office of Justice Programs
(OJP) and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority (ICJIA). ICJIA’s
response is incorporated in Appendix 3 and OJP’s response is incorporated in
Appendix 4 of this final report. In response to our draft audit report, OJP agreed
with our recommendations and, as a result, the status of the audit report is
resolved. The following provides the OIG analysis of the response and summary of
actions necessary to close the report.
Recommendations for OJP:
1.

Provide ICJIA with an appropriate level of technical assistance to
facilitate and enhance the process used by ICJIA to effectively and
efficiently award available funding commensurate with the ongoing
needs of victims in Illinois.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of its written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to enhance its process of
effectively and efficiently awarding available Victims of Crime Act (VOCA)
funding commensurate with the ongoing needs of Illinois victims. OJP
further stated that it will provide technical assistance, as appropriate.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and stated that
it looks forward to working with the Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) on this
matter.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
provided ICJIA with an appropriate level of technical assistance necessary to
ensure ICJIA effectively and efficiently awards available funding
commensurate with the needs of victims in Illinois.

2.

Require ICJIA to review its efforts to provide VOCA funding for legal
services and determine if improvements are appropriate.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to request that it review its efforts to
provide VOCA funding for legal services and determine if improvements are
needed. OJP also stated that it will coordinate with ICJIA to provide a written
copy of its completed analysis.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with our recommendation. In its
response, ICJIA stated that it will utilize a study started in early 2020 to
develop its funding planning and strategy in the area of legal services.
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This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
required ICJIA to review its efforts to provide VOCA funding for legal services
and determined if improvements are appropriate.
3.

Coordinate with ICJIA to reexamine the appropriateness of the ICJIA
subaward for expanding InfoNet.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to reexamine the appropriateness of the
ICJIA subaward for expanding InfoNet.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and stated that
it looks forward to working with the OVC on this matter. ICJIA’s response
also stated that it had approval from the OVC for the grant funding of
InfoNet; however, as noted in our report the evidence ICJIA provided of this
approval consisted of an email that indicated internal OVC conversations on
the matter were continuing.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
coordinated with ICJIA to reexamine the appropriateness of the ICJIA
subaward for expanding InfoNet.

4.

Ensure ICJIA adequately communicates to its subrecipients its
policies or interpretations affecting the allowability of subrecipient
costs.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that ICJIA adequately
communicates to its subrecipients its policies affecting the allowability of
subrecipient costs.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation. ICJIA’s
response referred to some of its efforts to provide guidance and oversight
and stated that it will look to expand upon its current efforts by providing
technical assistance, reference material, and workshops to communicate
policies and interpretations affecting allowability of subrecipient costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA adequately communicated to its subrecipients its policies
or interpretations affecting the allowability of subrecipient costs.

5.

Require that ICJIA employs an adequate and reliable process for
tracking grant spending by priority area.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written
policies and procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure proper
monitoring and tracking of compliance with the priority area funding
requirement.
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In its response, ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation
and stated that it is developing an internal tracking system that will delineate
VOCA funding based on the OVC priority areas. ICJIA anticipated that this
system will be operational by the end of the calendar year.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
determined that ICJIA has employed an adequate and reliable process for
tracking grant spending by priority area.
6.

Determine what action should be taken for ICJIA’s 2017 award for
which it is not on track to comply with the priority funding area
requirement for previously underserved victims.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA and the OVC to determine the appropriate
action to take regarding the ICJIA’s apparent non-compliance with the
priority funding area requirement for Grant Number 2017-VA-GX-0048.
In its response, ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation
and stated that it looks forward to working with the OVC on this matter.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
determined the appropriate action for ICJIA to take regarding the priority
funding areas for its 2017 award.

7.

Ensure that ICJIA establishes policies and procedures for complete
and appropriate SAR submissions.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that the Subgrant Award
Reports (SAR) it provides are complete and accurate, and that supporting
documentation is maintained for future auditing purposes.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation. ICJIA’s
response stated it has undertaken a process to formalize its SAR-related
policy and procedure and, upon completion, it will provide training as part of
the implementation of the policy and procedure.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA has established a policy and procedure for complete and
appropriate SAR submissions.

8.

Coordinate with ICJIA on the appropriate and reasonable submission
of SARs for its previously awarded VOCA subgrants.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA regarding the completeness and accuracy of
the SARs submitted for its previously awarded VOCA subgrants.
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In its response, ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation
and stated that it looks forward to working with the OVC on this matter.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
determined the appropriate and reasonable submission of SARs for ICJIA’s
previously awarded VOCA subgrants.
9.

Require that ICJIA establish policies and procedures for complete
and proper submission of FFATA reports.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that the Federal Funding
Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) reports it provides are complete
and accurate, and the supporting documentation is maintained for future
auditing purposes.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with this recommendation and in
response stated that it has established a policy and procedure for FFATA
reporting.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
coordinated with ICJIA on the establishment of a policy and procedure for
complete and proper FFATA report submission.

10.

Coordinate with ICJIA on the appropriate and reasonable submission
of FFATA reports for its previously awarded VOCA subrecipients.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA regarding the completeness and accuracy of
the FFATA reports submitted for its previously awarded VOCA subrecipients.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with this recommendation. In its
response, ICJIA reiterated that it has established a FFATA reporting policy
and procedure. ICJIA also indicated that it will work to identify any
delinquent submissions and have them submitted.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
determined the appropriate and reasonable submission of FFATA reports for
ICJIA’s previously awarded VOCA subgrants.

11.

Ensure that ICJIA submits all required documentation related to
discrimination findings against subrecipients of ICJIA’s VOCA funds.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure it submits to OJP all of
the required documentation related to discrimination findings against
subrecipients of its VOCA funds, as required by the award special conditions.
Additionally, OJP stated that it will request that ICJIA promptly submit to
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OJP’s Office for Civil Rights documentation pertaining to any previous
discrimination findings against its VOCA subrecipients.
ICJIA agreed with this finding and in response stated it will retrain staff on
existing policies to ensure required documentation related to discrimination
findings are submitted to OJP’s Office for Civil Rights.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA has submitted all required documentation related to
discrimination findings against subrecipients of ICJIA’s VOCA funds.
12.

Ensure ICJIA reiterates to its subrecipients the requirements from
the Uniform Guidance related to bonuses, specifically regarding
requirements for employee agreements or an established plan and
equitably allocating the costs.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that its subrecipients are
reminded on a regular basis about the Uniform Guidance requirements
related to employee agreements or an established plan and equitably
allocating costs for bonuses.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and in response
stated it is looking to expand upon its current process of discussing policies
and allowability with some its largest grantees by providing technical
assistance, reference material, and workshops. Additionally, ICJIA stated
that it will work to recover the unallowable costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA has reiterated to its subrecipients the requirement from
the Uniform Guidance related to bonuses, specifically regarding requirements
for employee agreements or an established plan and equitably allocating the
costs.

13.

Remedy the $504,795 of questioned unsupported personnel
administrative costs.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will review the $504,795 in questioned costs related to unsupported
personnel expenditures and will work with ICJIA to remedy these costs, as
appropriate.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the overall recommendation.
Rather, ICJIA’s response individually addressed portions of our questioned
costs. Specifically, ICJIA agreed with $11,328 in unsupported costs for
unused vacation and sick leave and stated it will refund the amount in
accordance with our recommendation. Regarding the $16,577 of
unsupported labor and related costs associated with an employee’s salary
and related costs that were incorrectly charged to the VOCA grant for two
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pay periods, ICJIA acknowledged this error and stated that it will be
corrected no later than during the closeout activities of the 2017 VOCA grant.
Finally, regarding the $476,890 of remaining unsupported personnel
administrative costs, ICJIA provided information regarding these employees’
positions and stated that some employees were unaware of time-and-effort
certification requirements.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied the $504,795 of questioned unsupported personnel administrative
costs.
14.

Remedy the total $64,211 of unallowable non-personnel
administrative costs.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will review the $64,211 in questioned costs related to unallowable
non-personnel expenditures and will work with ICJIA to remedy, as
appropriate.
ICJIA’s response stated that it believes the $64,211 of questioned costs –
consisting of two different cost categories – should be removed from the OIG
report.
Specifically, regarding the $57,273 of unallowable lead entity administrative
costs, ICJIA’s response detailed its view of the agreement with the lead
entity, indicating that the dollar amount ($80,000) was intended to be a
maximum, but that the time period of the agreement (12 months) was
flexible. According to ICJIA, when the $80,000 was expended after only
8 months, it took action to end the agreement and initiate a new one that
included the 4 remaining months from the previous agreement. We have
concerns about these procurement practices and believe this highlights the
importance of using the appropriate agreement relative to the nature of the
arrangement between ICJIA and a third party in order to minimize
unintended issues, such as performance gaps or increased costs.
Regarding the $6,938 of unallowable rent costs, ICJIA stated that it utilized
an allocation methodology for overall ICJIA office space, which included rent
costs for space not used regularly by VOCA-funded employees and which
were the subject of this audit finding. ICJIA’s response indicated it believes
these rent costs to be allowable. However, ICJIA informed us during the
audit that because the space at issue was not used by VOCA-funded
employees, related rent should not have been charged to the VOCA grants.
Therefore, we will coordinate with OJP to resolve this inconsistency and to
obtain OJP’s position on the matter.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied the total $64,211 of unallowable non-personnel administrative
costs.
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15.

Ensure that ICJIA’s policies identify the types of agreements
available and distinguish the required monitoring commensurate
with those agreement types.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure it identifies the types of
agreements available and the appropriate required monitoring for each
agreement type.
ICJIA disagreed with this finding, stating that this issue has been addressed
through its internal policies. In addition, ICJIA’s response discusses policies
for both grant agreements and procurement contracts, stating that contracts
are not subject to the same monitoring procedures as grant agreements but
that ICJIA may determine that monitoring tasks for a contract are necessary,
such as in the event of contracting with a lead entity for the payment of
administrative funds.
The OIG acknowledges that monitoring of contracts is necessary and that it is
appropriate for ICJIA to recognize when monitoring tasks above and beyond
those applicable to a typical procurement contract may be necessary.
However, as noted in our report the contracts at issue here were fixed-price
awards, which are generally designed to reduce administrative burden during
the contract execution period. Because our audit determined that ICJIA was
routinely monitoring these contracts similarly to its grant agreements and
this increased monitoring surpassed the requirements of its internal policies
without documented justification, we believe ICJIA’s policies should identify
the standard monitoring tasks by agreement type and monitoring tasks
outside this standard should be documented, along with the causes, to
ensure that the appropriate amount of resources are spent executing and
managing contracts.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA’s policies identify the types of agreements available and
distinguish the required monitoring commensurate with those agreement
types.

16.

Remedy the $35,478 in overdrawn funds.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that ICJIA returned these funds to the DOJ within a repayment totaling
$50,078. Additionally, OJP stated that its Office of the Chief Financial Officer
deobligated these funds from the grant account. Based upon these actions,
OJP requested closure of this recommendation.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation. In response to
this recommendation, ICJIA stated that it returned these overdrawn funds in
January 2020 as part of a refund of unspent funds. This refund, performed
as part of the closeout of ICJIA’s 2016 VOCA award, amounted to $50,078.
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While we do not dispute that funds were repaid, neither ICJIA nor OJP has
provided us with sufficient documentation evidencing that the $50,078 paid
in January 2020 included the $35,478 that was drawn down twice. Further,
when we inquired with ICJIA in June 2020 about the $35,478 in overdrawn
funds, ICJIA stated that it had not yet been able to determine whether these
funds were repaid to OJP. Because the information provided in ICJIA’s
response is not consistent with information it provided us during the audit,
and because ICJIA did not provide documentary evidence to support the new
information, we do not have sufficient information to conclude whether the
$35,478 we questioned was included in ICJIA’s repayment. Such
documentation could include a comprehensive reconciliation of its FY 2016
drawn down funds to its accounting records as it supplied for its FY 2015
grant.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive the additional
documentation described evidencing that the $35,478 in overdrawn funds
has been remedied in an appropriate manner.
17.

Coordinate with ICJIA to identify the total amount of interest earned
by VOCA funds drawn down in advance and remedy those funds as
appropriate.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to determine the total amount of interest, if
any, earned on funds drawn down in advance from its VOCA grants, and will
work with the ICJIA to remedy, as appropriate.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and in its
response acknowledged that there have been instances in which it has
received an advance in grant funding and stated that any interest earned will
be remedied in accordance with our recommendation.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
coordinated with ICJIA to identify the total amount of interest earned by
VOCA funds drawn down in advance and remedied those funds as
appropriate.

18.

Remedy the total $40,773 of unsupported match.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will review the $40,773 in questioned costs, related to unsupported
match contributions, and will work with ICJIA to remedy these costs, as
appropriate.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and in response
stated that it appears that the specific subrecipient at issue did not
understand the requirement to document match-related expenditures for the
VOCA programs. In addition, ICJIA stated that this subrecipient now
understands the situation and will be able to provide some related
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documentation. ICJIA further noted that this finding related to it 2015 VOCA
award, that ICJIA had exceeded the match requirement for that award, and
its belief that therefore the amount of unsupported match at issue in this
recommendation was immaterial.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied the $40,773 of unsupported match.
19.

Assist ICJIA in calculating the appropriate amount of program
income earned based on federal government participation in the cost
of the InfoNet system and ensure that these funds are remedied in
an appropriate manner.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to determine the appropriate amount of
program income earned as a result of the Federal government’s contribution
to the cost of the InfoNet system and will work with ICJIA to remedy these
costs, as appropriate.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and in response
stated that it will need OJP’s assistance to determine whether a
reimbursement grant from another state agency that supports InfoNet should
be considered program income.
As noted in our report, during our audit we were informed that various state
and local entities were utilizing InfoNet. Therefore, we believe that the
assessment of program income related to InfoNet should examine all fees
collected from all InfoNet users, not just instances involving reimbursable
grant funds. This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence
that OJP has assisted ICJIA in calculating the appropriate amount of program
income earned and ensured that these funds were remedied in an
appropriate manner.

20.

Ensure ICJIA reassesses its subrecipient monitoring policies to
guarantee that the policies result in an appropriate level of
monitoring based on the subrecipient risks identified.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that ICJIA’s monitoring
of a subrecipient is appropriate based on the subrecipient risks identified.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation. According to
its response, ICJIA is in the process of modifying its Site Visit Policy, which it
expects to be implemented in fall 2020 with staff training to follow. ICJIA
also stated that it revised its site visit report form to be more representative
of changing requirements.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured ICJIA reassesses its subrecipient monitoring policies to guarantee
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that the policies result in an appropriate level of monitoring based on the
subrecipient risks identified.
21.

Ensure ICJIA clarifies its requirements to the lead entities regarding
the lead entities’ assessment of subrecipient risk.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of its revised subrecipient
monitoring policies and procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure
that its lead entities understand the requirements to properly assess
subrecipient risk.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and in response
stated that it will reinforce its requirements by revising its Lead Entity Policy
to expound upon and clarify the requirement for lead entities to utilize a
project risk assessment with subrecipients.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured ICJIA clarifies its requirements to the lead entities regarding the lead
entities’ assessment of subrecipient risk.

22.

Ensure ICJIA conducts fiscal audits in a timely manner and updates
its subrecipient monitoring policies to include other types of
adequate financial monitoring processes for instances in which
completing on-site fiscal audits are not feasible.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain evidence that the newly developed
Office of Fiscal Management Risk Assessment Policy was formally
implemented, signed by an authorized ICJIA official, and distributed to staff
responsible for managing federal grants. OJP further stated that it will
ensure that the policy includes provisions for ensuring that fiscal audits are
conducted in a timely manner and contains alternative types of financial
monitoring for instances in which completing on-site fiscal audits is not
feasible.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and in response
stated that it developed a financial risk assessment policy to ensure adequate
oversight of all grantees. ICJIA provided a copy of this policy with its
response to the draft audit report. We reviewed the policy and will
coordinate with OJP to obtain its assessment of that documentation.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured ICJIA conducts fiscal audits in a timely manner and updates its
subrecipient monitoring policies to include other types of adequate financial
monitoring processes for instances in which completing on-site fiscal audits
are not feasible.
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23.

Require that ICJIA develop a process to safeguard against the
drawdown of excess funds and considers the additional monitoring
and reimbursement effort involved in a multi-tiered subaward
structure like ICJIA uses with its pass-through lead entities.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that excess funds are not
drawn down on its federal awards. Additionally, OJP stated that it will ensure
that the policies and procedures provide for sufficient monitoring and
reimbursement steps to effectively manage the multi-tiered subaward
structure ICJIA uses with its pass-through lead entities.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation. According to
its response, ICJIA looks forward to working with the OVC on this matter.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
required that ICJIA develop a process to safeguard against the drawdown of
excess funds and consider the additional monitoring and reimbursement
effort involved in a multi-tiered subaward structure like ICJIA uses with its
pass-through lead entities.

24.

Ensure that ICJIA has a process requiring subrecipients to report
their actual match activity (e.g., expenditure of funds, volunteer time
expended).
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure it requires VOCA
subrecipients to accurately and timely report actual match activity.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation. ICJIA’s
response summarized its policy regarding subrecipient reporting of financial
transactions, which includes match expenditures. However, the issues we
identified related to subrecipient match occurred even though these policies
were in place, suggesting that the policies do not provide for adequate
internal control related to actual match activity.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA has a process requiring subrecipients to report actual
match activity.

25.

Ensure ICJIA revises its approach for reviewing match for
allowability and proper support and for monitoring to verify required
match amounts are met.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that required match
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amounts are met and that reported matching costs are reviewed for
allowability and proper support.
Similar to its response to Recommendation 24, ICJIA neither agreed nor
disagreed with the recommendation. ICJIA again described its policy
regarding subrecipient reporting of financial transactions, including match
expenditures. We note that this response does not address the
recommendation to ensure that ICJIA revises its approach for reviewing
match transactions and monitoring whether the 20-percent match
requirement is met.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA has revised its approach for reviewing match for
allowability and proper support and for monitoring to verify required match
amounts are met.
26.

Ensure that ICJIA requires its lead entities to have controls for
ensuring third-tier recipients meet match requirements.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that ICJIA’s lead entities
have controls for ensuring third-tier recipients meet match requirements.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and in response
stated that it will reinforce this requirement by revising its Lead Entity Policy
to expound upon and clarify the requirement of lead entities to ensure
third-tier recipients meet match requirements.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA has required its lead entities to have controls for ensuring
third-tier recipient meet match requirements.

27.

Require ICJIA to conduct its programmatic site visits in a timely
manner in compliance with its monitoring policy.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure its programmatic site
visits are conducted in a timely manner, in accordance with its monitoring
policy.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation. In its
response, ICJIA acknowledged the lack of timeliness and attributed most of
the untimeliness to workload, staffing levels, and its site visit policy, which
ICJIA referred to as “ambitious.” According to its response, ICJIA is
modifying its Site Visit Policy to properly reflect its ability to conduct site
visits. ICJIA expects that the revised policy will be implemented in fall 2020
with staff training to follow. ICJIA also stated that it has also revised its site
visit report form to be more representative of changing requirements.
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This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
required ICJIA to conduct its programmatic site visits in a timely manner in
compliance with its monitoring policy.
28.

Ensure that ICJIA has adequate monitoring policies to provide
assurance that subrecipients are reporting accurate performance
information and are receiving appropriate and consistent guidance
from ICJIA.
Resolved. OJP agreed with our recommendation. OJP stated in its response
that it will coordinate with ICJIA to obtain a copy of written policies and
procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that VOCA subrecipients
report accurate performance information and receive appropriate and
consistent guidance from the ICJIA.
ICJIA neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation. In response to
this recommendation, ICJIA stated that it will work with the OVC to establish
and implement a review process for grantee PMT data reporting that follows
OVC rules and guidelines.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
ensured that ICJIA has adequate monitoring policies to provide assurance
that subrecipients are reporting accurate performance information and are
receiving appropriate and consistent guidance from ICJIA.
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